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Abstract

Motion planning algorithms have seen a diverse set of approaches in a variety of

disciplines. In the domain of artificial evolutionary systems, motion planning has been

included in models to achieve sophisticated deliberate behaviours. These algorithms

rely on fixed rules or little evolutionary influence which compels behaviours to con-

form within those specific policies, rather than allowing the model to establish its

own specialised behaviour. In order to further these models, the constraints imposed

by planning algorithms must be removed to grant greater evolutionary control over

behaviours. That is the focus of this thesis.

An examination of prevailing neuroevolution methods led to the use of two distinct

approaches, NEAT and HyperNEAT. Both were used to gain an understanding of the

components necessary to create neuroevolution planning. The findings accumulated

in the formation of a novel convolutional neural network architecture with a recurrent

convolution process. The architecture’s goal was to iteratively disperse local activa-

tions to greater regions of the feature space. Experimentation showed significantly

improved robustness over contemporary neuroevolution techniques as well as an effi-

ciency increase over a static rule set. Greater evolutionary responsibility is given to

the model with multiple network combinations; all of which continually demonstrated

the necessary behaviours. In comparison, these behaviours were shown to be difficult

to achieve in a state-of-the-art deep convolutional network.

Finally, the unique use of recurrent convolution is relocated to a larger convolutional

architecture on an established benchmarking platform. Performance improvements are

seen on a number of domains which illustrates that this recurrent mechanism can be

exploited in alternative areas outside of planning. By presenting a viable neuroevolu-

tion method for motion planning a potential emerges for further systems to adopt and

examine the capability of this work in prospective domains, as well as further avenues

of experimentation in convolutional architectures.
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1| Introduction

1.1 Overview

This thesis examines various neuroevolutionary approaches for motion planning in

an artificial neuroevolutionary system to exhibit robust, deliberate, and efficient be-

haviour. The objective of this thesis is to explore cutting edge neuroevolutionary

techniques and contribute to our understanding of current obstacles for evolved mo-

tion planning, as well as providing working examples to overcome them. Throughout

the thesis, there will be a focus on abstracting away from specialised models that

demand significant domain expertise in favour of general-purpose solutions that may

adapt across a variety of domains.

The phrase ‘motion planning’, or ‘planning algorithms’, encompass terms from

robotics [30, 125], control theory [110, 3], computer graphics [25, 120] and more [126].

Thus for clarity, motion planning in this work is framed from an artificial life per-

spective where simulated animals or autonomous robots convert high-level specifica-

tions into low-level descriptions of how to move. The goal in this work is to explore

evolvable motion planning techniques to find collision-free paths to multiple desirable

points within a varying environment. Work with autonomous robots has provided a

1



1.1. Overview

great number of literature for motion planning techniques and often is divided into

three approaches; probabilistic roadmaps, cell decomposition and artificial potential

[125]. Each approach uses the concept of a configuration space where physical space

is translated to a finite virtual space. Probabilistic roadmaps create a line segment

between every vertex of every object in the configuration space, excluding those which

enter the interior of another object [113]. As a result, many unbroken paths should be

found to the objective, further algorithms can be used to find a specific type of path.

Cell Decomposition subdivides the free space of the configuration space into smaller

regions called cells [255]. A connectivity graph is then created which represents the

adjacency relations between cells. Through this, an unbroken path can be created

from starting position to end goal. This is the basic implementation and does not

cover extended works like approximate or quad-tree decomposition. Artificial poten-

tial, the technique this particular thesis is interested in, creates potential fields around

objects in the environment [117, 247]. Desirable objects produce attractive potential

and obstacles generate a repulsive potential. With the combination of these two rules

robots aim to approach the goal while avoiding the obstacles. This particular ap-

proach has shown its effectiveness in real time navigation due to little pre-computation

[148, 30], as well as being a practical application in 2D and 3D artificial life environ-

ments [192, 20, 222, 223, 109, 21]. Despite the abilities of each approach, each method’s

behaviour is dictated by a static set of rules. To become more in line with artificial life

concepts we would have to remove this static behaviour in favour of a neuroevolutionary

approach. There have been many examples of evolutionary involvement with motion

2



1.1. Overview

planning but mainly these are constrained to highly guided environments, in which

either; the fitness value contains the path’s euclidean distance; multiple fitness func-

tions are used for a highly optimal path; the path is already established between object

and destination; evolution is used as a parameter optimisation tool with established

static models [205, 136, 29, 259, 261, 269, 262, 53, 240, 240]. It is the goal of this work

to remove restraints for expanded neuroevolutionary freedom in the creation of viable

motion planning solutions. Further, experiments will not be manufactured to guide

evolution to a particular behaviour and instead use previously validated environments

and tasks. The predominant focus will be on tasks with sparse rewards.

The accepted definition of a sparse reward task is one which gives little to no

reward during simulation; as, a precise sequence of events are required in order to

receive rewards. As a result, sparse reward tasks are difficult as there are no clear

gradients to the desired end goal and therefore greater overall exploration is required.

Arguably, the most researched type of problem has been in the Reinforcement learning

(RL) field with the Atari video games Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall and is still

a contemporary problem to solve [12, 171, 230, 84, 143, 173, 24, 193, 176, 224, 57].

Sparse reward domains are ideal for seeking general-purpose solutions as there should

be no inherent bias to steer evolution towards an engineered desired result. This will

then focus the research towards intrinsic behaviours in the neuroevolutionary process,

whether that be in the architecture, population or both.

As mentioned previous, the work intends to frame itself from an artificial life per-

spective. A typical intended goal for artificial life systems is the use of tools to study

3



1.1. Overview

the foundations of life and evolution in a setting other than natural biology [124]. Pos-

sibly the most infamous quote associated with artificial life is by one of the founders,

Chris Langton, who encompasses this vision in the following excerpt.

“Artificial Life is the study of man-made systems that exhibit behaviors charac-

teristic of natural living systems. It complements the traditional biological sciences

concerned with the analysis of living organisms by attempting to synthesize life-like

behaviors within computers and other artificial media. By extending the empirical

foundation upon which biology is based beyond the carbon-chain life that has evolved on

Earth, Artificial Life can contribute to theoretical biology by locating life-as-we-know-it

within the larger picture of life-as-it-could-be.” [123]

Focusing the research area specifically on motion planning may appear as an engi-

neering challenge as opposed to a natural biological phenomena to observe. Yet, static

motion planning is a constraint on any complex system that utilises it. Constraints

make certain behaviours achievable but they limit the creativity and ability to gen-

erate novel behaviours [134]. Achieving more sophisticated behaviours, and models,

requires the removal of constraints. Take for example different types of animal locomo-

tion (i.e. terrestrial, aquatic, aerial, etc) which can then be broken down into greater

sub-categories (i.e. bipedalism, quadrupedalism, jet propulsion, anguilliform, gliding,

powered flight). Each would require its own motion planning strategy to account for

their unique locomotion interaction with the environment.

4



1.2. Structure of Thesis

1.2 Structure of Thesis

• Chapter 2 contains a literature review of neuroevolution, non-neural and non-

evolutionary techniques relevant to this thesis. Three subsections are presented;

direct encoding, indirect encoding and maintaining diversity. Each section builds

a historical narrative from early to state-of-the-art techniques. Each technique

will receive; an explanation, example application/s and commentary on successes

or shortcomings. A discussion is provided in the final section. This expresses the

author’s views for the function of these techniques for the thesis goal.

• Chapter 3 presents the two domains and networks that will be utilised throughout

the rest of the thesis. Firstly, a hierarchical domain where high-level deliberative

and reactive behaviours are produced by a modular neural architecture. This sec-

tion introduces the static motion planning network which future chapters aim to

replace with an evolvable solution. Secondly, a common benchmarking platform,

with a variety of domain types, for evaluating the general-purpose competence of

an agent.

• Chapter 4 presents the first contributions to the research. Two methodologies are

taken from chapter 2. Each is evaluated on their motion planning abilities within

the domain introduced in chapter 3. This chapter first examines the complication

of scalable motion planning tasks and focuses on agent’s ability to scale. The

domain is scaled to the smallest possible size before scaling up to the original

5
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size. Then, the second experimentation examines the qualitative results of the

produced solutions; including training, robustness, and efficiency. The work in

this chapter has been presented at IEEE Symposium Series on Computational

Intelligence 2017 (Honolulu, Hawaii) and published in Jolley and Channon [107].

• Chapter 5 demonstrates a novel network design to overcome the shortcomings

in previous chapters. For this, a convolutional neural network is used with a

recurrent convolution process. This method showed a significant improvement

in robustness over previous techniques. The efficiency of paths rivals that of a

static approach. The implication of this chapter is that a novel use of the existing

convolutional neural network architecture can produce robust and efficient motion

planning that is unattainable by current known neuroevolution methods. The

work in this chapter has been presented at The Conference on Artificial Life

2018 (Tokyo, Japan) and published in Jolley and Channon [108].

• Chapter 6 extends the validity of the findings in Chapter 5. The same recur-

rent convolutional neural network is evolved in combination with other networks.

The aim is to move from a strict planning problem to a domain which requires

multiple behaviours; one of which is motion planning. The end result would be

an evolvable model that can show long term deliberate behaviours in a sparse

reward task. The additional networks are stripped of domain-specific behaviour

to contribute to the difficulty. The findings show that high levels of robustness

and efficiency, in completing the task domain, are still achievable, despite the

6
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increased evolutionary difficulty. This achievement is further highlighted with a

comparison with a current state-of-the-art general game player; it also attempts

the task domain, with no success.

• Chapter 7 expands the recurrent convolution process to conventional convolu-

tional architectures. The aim is to observe whether recurrency provides benefits

to other domains. For this, a common benchmarking platform is used which

provides 12 diverse environments. The results demonstrate that recurrency is

not restricted to small scale networks. Improvements were seen on multiple do-

mains in the benchmarks. As well as, outperforming other learning techniques

and architectures.

• Finally, Chapter 8 provides an overview of the thesis. Each chapter is examined

and the implications of the findings are discussed and related to the broader

research field. Future work is also considered.
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2| Neuroevolution

In the pursuit of artificial general intelligence, researchers have taken inspiration from

the natural world and adapted them in silco. Through this process, core components

have been established as being functional abstractions such as neural networks; com-

putational structures modelled from rough abstractions of animal brains [95]. Beyond

this, research fields work coincide using different paradigms to achieve the overarching

goal of intelligence. One particular strategy to create intelligent models is to utilise

a learning process that is human-engineered. This requires human expertise and is

specific to the task; learning methods such as supervised learning and model-based

reinforcement learning. Supervised learning requires human insight to appropriately

label input data to achieve a corresponding output. This method of learning is conven-

tionally paired with backpropagation [250]; which calculates the loss function gradient

and when used in combination with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) the network

weights are modified to reduce the loss. Model-based reinforcement is able to take

a model’s state and action to predict the next state and the next reward. This is

achieved through a predefined function which can be leveraged before learning to pro-

duce an effective advantage (i.e knowing the mechanics of a domain prior). As a result,
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the model can consider possible future situations before they are actually experienced.

Another approach is to utilise algorithms that purely learn from trial-and-error ex-

perience. Methods such as; model-free reinforcement learning to either optimise an

action-value function [156] or policy directly [158]; Evolutionary Strategies uses a pop-

ulation of policy parameters, created from an initial parameter set, then a standard

deviation of noise is applied. The population continually moves to higher expected

fitness [254]. These methods can be considered gradient-based as they all calculate

or approximate gradients and optimise those parameters via stochastic gradient de-

scent/ascent. Instead, the work in this thesis focuses on a gradient-free optimisation

technique inspired by biological evolution, Neuroevolution (NE).

NE trains models with Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [159, 266]. EAs mimic the

biological process of evolution whereby a population of genomes are bred to be fitter

by mutation and recombination of the genetic code [49]. The genome itself could rep-

resent many aspects of the evolutionary process, including; network weights, activation

functions, network topology, etc. However, the Conventional NeuroEvolution (CNE)

approach is a fixed topology and simply evolves the network weights. Due to the low

dimensionality of these initial neural networks, NE was prone to premature convergence

at local optimums. So, new methodologies were established to encourage greater com-

plexity. CNE is classified as direct encoding, with a clear relationship from genotype to

phenotype (ANN). This umbrella term also includes: GAs which support plasticity in

the genotype and neuron level optimisation. Indirect and/or developmental encodings

allows information in the genome to be reused to affect many parts of the phenotype
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[217]; this allows EAs to exploit regularities and scalability. Populations that diversify

genetically or behaviourally encourages greater coverage of the search space to discover

new promising gradients. The remainder of this chapter will expand the details in this

overview.

Finally, a brief section of notable NE contributions from a spectrum of research

fields. In robotics, NE has a close relation to evolving controllers for embodied robots

[144]. A notable use of a GA was the optimisation of the gait for the Sony AIBO robot

[102]. Gaits were simulated with the on board hardware and produced gaits faster

than those created by hand. The success of this research saw a commercial release

of the robot. Work in Lipson and Pollack demonstrated that with neural control and

mechanics simulated concurrently, robots could be 3D-printed to achieve functional

movement in the real world [138]. In particle physics, NE produced the most accurate

mass estimation models of the top quark [1, 2]. In medical research, GAs have been

used in prediction models for; melanoma [206], lung cancer [106], critically ill patients

[56]; and computer support diagnosis of skin tumours [87].

2.1 Direct Encoding

Direct encoding involves the genotype having a one-to-one mapping with the pheno-

type. These NE methods write weights, or weights/topology, to a bit string which

then translates to the network architecture. Direct encoding provides the advantage

of having a clear understanding of how the network constructs from the genotype rep-
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resentation. Yet, the size of the network has a direct correlation to the size of the

genotype representation and causes issues at scale; greater computation time is nec-

essary as the genotypes grow. This could be considered especially a problem with

Topology and Weight Evolving Artificial Neural Network (TWEANN) methods, as the

topology and connections grow unbounded. This issue became especially clear in the

first TWEANN technique to be published, Structured Genetic Algorithm (sGA).

2.1.1 Structured Genetic Algorithm (sGA)

Figure 2.1: A two-level sGA representing a neural network. Figure adapted
from [45].

sGA combines both structure and weights of the network into a bit string genotype.

This approach looks to avoid the ‘trial-and-error’ processes to find near-optimal network

architectures by evolving the topology and weights [47]. To achieve structural mutation,
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sGA uses a multi-level genetic structure, corresponding to those like a directed graph

or tree; the preliminary work focused on two-level structures. The gene levels have

a hierarchical relationship to each other, where a number of lower level nodes have a

connection to higher level nodes. This is due to the addition of genes becoming active

or passive in mutation. High level genes activate or deactivate sets of lower level genes.

Therefore, single changes at higher levels can produce multiple changes at lower levels in

terms of genes which are active. During recombination, genes stay within the genotype

in a redundant form for potential use in future generations. The hierarchical structure

allows both long jumps in mutations and precise low-level mutations depending which

level mutates.

A =< S1, S2 > (2.1)

A formal mathematical definition of sGA’s genome type can be seen at equation

2.1 and is taken from Dasgupta and McGregor [46]; where A represents an ordered set

which consists of two strings S1 and S2; the length of S2 is a multiple of the length of

S1 (i.e |S1 | = s and |S2 | = sq).

Initial use of sGA showed good results in small scale tasks such as producing an

XOR gate [45] but inefficient at scaling due to the connectivity matrix size being the

square of the number of nodes. As a result, representation can become huge with

greater nodes. Further, the bit string has a fixed length, which limits connection

possibilities. For optimal bit string length a trial-and-error process is then necessary
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and this ultimately is against the purpose of sGA. The next major method at evolving

topology and weights was GeNeralized Acquisition of Recurrent Links (GNARL).

2.1.2 GeNeralized Acquisition of Recurrent Links (GNARL)

Figure 2.2: Sample of an initial GNARL network. Figure adapted from [196].

GNARL is a NE method that non-monotonically constructs recurrent networks

to solve task domains [196]. Initially, only the inputs and outputs are present in

the network but disconnected. GNARL then defines the connections via the genome.

GNARL’s genome contains a user defined range of disconnected hidden nodes. Ran-

dom weights with random values are then added. Connections are restricted to an

output node and from an input node. Mutations allow the reuse or removal of nodes

and connections; as well as change in connection weights. Removal of neurons also

removes the attached connections. New nodes initialise as unconnected and new con-

nections initialise at weight 0.0. GNARL introduces a temperature value which cal-

culates the performance of a network which in turn determines the mutation rate; a
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concept inspired by simulated annealing [22]. Network’s temperature is calculated via

the following [4]:

T (η) = 1 −
f (η)

fmax
(2.2)

where fmax is the maximum fitness for a given task and η is the given network.

High temperature indicates poor performance and mutates the network at greater

severity. Low temperatures therefore, indicates good performance and mutates slightly.

Criticism of GNARL relates to genetic bloat; in which nodes in the network do not

contribute to the overall result. GNARL can produce instances in which neither the

input or output layer connect to any other neurons [215].

2.1.3 Symbiotic Adaptive NeuroEvolution (SANE)

SANE evolves feed-forward neural networks with constrained topology evolving ele-

ments [162, 160]. As opposed to a genotype of weight matrices, SANE evolves indi-

vidual neurons. The genotype is comprised of connections and the weights of those

connections. SANE employs a symbiotic evolution approach; each member of the pop-

ulation is only a partial solution. In combination with other members, full solutions

are achievable. For this to be effective, neurons must develop a symbiotic relationship

where they do not diminish the performance of other neurons. Networks construct by

selecting a set number of random neurons from the population. Networks are then

attempted on a task domain, receiving a fitness value. Each participating neuron in
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Figure 2.3: SANE’s evolutionary process. SANE maintains a population of neu-
rons and evaluates each in conjunction with other neurons. Step 1 (the evaluation
step) in SANE is broken into three sub-steps. Neurons are continually combined with
each other and the resulting networks are evaluated in the task. Each neuron receives
a normalised fitness based on the performance the networks in which it participates.
Figure adapted from [71].

the network is assigned the fitness score. This process continues until all neurons have

been visited a minimum number of times. The neuron’s final fitness is calculated by

taking an average of fitnesses achieved. Once obtained, a random individual from the

top quarter of the population is paired with a random individual with equal or higher

average fitness. Mutation is then applied. Mutation rates are set low to introduce

genetic material that was not in the initial population or lost during crossover. SANE

aims to maintain diversity without expensive operations or high degree of randomness;

which high mutation would cause. The offspring replaces the worst-performing neurons

in the population. This process repeats until a new population is created.

Problems are prevalent in SANE’s initial introduction, as pointed out by the authors

[163]. First, fit neurons may crossover with neurons which do not work well together.

Thus, a good neuron may be lost due to ineffective crossover. The second, network
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fitness varies greatly throughout evolution. During early generations, this promotes

exploration of the search space. Yet, later generations are unable to focus on optimising

the best networks. SANE’s inconsistent networks often stall the search and prevent

the global optima from being located. These problems only become clear in those

task domains which demand high precision within the solution space. So, the original

authors extended SANE’s functionality.

Hierarchical SANE (HSANE) combines the advantages of network level and unit

level evolution. HSANE keeps two populations, one for the units, and another for

network blueprints. The network blueprints organise neurons into workable groups.

With the additional information, better-performing neurons are assigned a greater

number of trials. By keeping a ‘memory’ of network combinations, explorative search

can continue to exploit the best neuron combinations. As opposed to SANE, where

desirable combinations are lost. HSANE has been demonstrated on tasks like Go [183]

and avoidance in a Robot Arm [161].

SANE and HSANE suffer from being only a part evolving topology method, as both

are bound to predetermined parameters. Such as; the number of layers, the number

of hidden-nodes and the total number of connections made to the input and output

layers. These constraints are not placed upon other TWEANN methods. Although

inferior on benchmarks such as pole balancing tasks [216], there are examples of SANE

outperforming other NE methods, such as NEAT (section 2.1.5) [204]. But, the ex-

tended work for Enforced SubPopulations (ESP), while having the same limitations,

provides superior performance [72, 204].
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2.1.4 Enforced SubPopulations (ESP)

Figure 2.4: ESP’s evolutionary process. The population of neurons is segregated
into sub-populations, shown here as clusters of circles. The network is formed by
randomly selection one neuron from each sub-population. Figure adapted from [71].

ESP follows the same methodology of SANE. But, ESP uses speciation to separate

each neuron into its own subpopulation [71]. Crossover takes place between neurons

of the same subpopulation; the offspring remains in their parents’ subpopulation. The

full network architecture is constructed by taking a neuron from each subpopulation.

This creates an evolutionary pressure for each subpopulation to specialise to a niche.

Although the pressure to specialise does apply to SANE at later generations, ESP

accelerates the process. ESP’s progressive specialisation is not burdened by recombi-

nation across one population, in which two individuals can be behaviourally different.

As seen in benchmarks, ESP takes substantially less generations to achieve solutions

compared to SANE [75, 77, 73]. Next, ESP allows for more effective evolution of recur-

rent connections. Recurrent connections behaviour is dependent upon the neurons to

which it is connected. SANE’s recombination of neurons are selected randomly from a
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single population, so similar neuron combinations are unlikely to be persistent across

generations. This also affects HSANE as crossover across one population could still

produce a neuron with vastly different behaviour. With subpopulations, neurons will

depend on the behaviour of a subpopulation rather than random neurons. This allows

recurrence to evolve with the high assumption of receiving a particular behaviour. This

has allowed ESP to evolve Long short-term Memory (LSTM) cells [71, 78, 199, 200].

ESP has found success in traditional task domains such as RoboCup soccer [251] and

pursuit-evasion games [267]. As well as novel ones, such as active rocket guidance [77].

ESP continually outperforms other direct NE methods on each pole balancing task,

including NEAT and SANE [75, 76, 73, 74]. Although, ESP appears to be consistently

bested by CoSyNE (section 2.1.7).

2.1.5 NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT)

The seminal work for direct encoding TWEANN methods was with the introduction

of NEAT [219]. Across the literature, NEAT has been successfully applied to various

task domains; robot duel [151], crash warning system [212], the board game Go [218].

The initial population are small, simple networks. Then, over generations those struc-

tures complexify. Leading to increasingly sophisticated behaviours, above optimisation.

Crossover, speciation, and complexification are the core elements of NEAT. Each were

assessed via a knockout tournament on the pole balancing task without velocity. All

were shown to have a statistical significance on NEATs performance [215]. NEAT’s
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novel introduction of historical markings makes these elements possible.

Historical Markings & Crossover

Previously, crossover was not utilised in other topology evolving methods as there was

a belief in the competing conventions ideology. Competing conventions means having

more than one way to express a solution to a weight optimisation problem with a

neural network. Genomes representing the same solution may not share the same

encoding. Crossover would likely produce damaged offspring as a result [215]. In the

introduction of GNARL this issue is highlighted; citing the three forms of deception

that would prevent crossover from being effective [4].

1. Two such networks need not have the same bit string representation.

2. Identical topologies but greatly different weights.

3. Parents differ topologically, suggesting the complexity of an appropriate inter-

pretation function will more than rival the complexity of the original learning

problem.

These considerations are addressed with historical markings; a unique inheritable

identifier. Each structural element in the genome is assigned a historical marking.

Genes with the same historical markings can be aligned and compared. Those with the

same historical markings can generate valid offspring. This avoids complex topological

comparisons. Parents with different topologies can match with common ancestors; i.e

genomes that share common structural elements. Offsprings randomly select genes
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Figure 2.5: A genotype to phenotype mapping example in NEAT. A genotype is
depicted that produces the shown phenotype. Notice that the second gene is disabled,
so the connection that it specifies (between nodes 2 and 4) is not expressed in the
phenotype. Figure duplicated from [219].

from either parent where the historical markings match. Non matching genes (disjoint

and excesses) are taken from the fittest parent.

Before NEAT, competing conventions were cited in other literature as an issue.

During the knockout challenge, crossover saw less impact than the other aspects of

NEAT. Yet, it still produced a statistically significant performance benefit. This sug-

gests that ideas about crossover being detrimental are unwarranted. Crossover is still

an avoided process in other TWEANN methods like; EPNET, COVNET, EANT. So,

this brings into question why competing conventions are cited as an issue. The two

works most attributed to competing conventions are Radcliffe and Xin Yao. Radcliffe

claimed a solution for the competing conventions problem would be a ‘Holy Grail’ to

the field [181]. Xin Yao states “One of the major advantages of using mutation-based
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EA’s is that they can reduce the negative impact of the permutation problem (competing

conventions). Hence the evolutionary process can be more efficient.” [264]. Yet, both

provide no empirical evidence. It seems, even at the time, work had been conducted to

debunk these claims. Hancock stating that “... the permutation problem is not serious

in practice” [86]. Hancock attributes the population size and selection pressures as

adequate solutions for a GA to overcome the issue. But seemingly, these initial works

swayed research into techniques into avoiding crossover as a result. Yet, a change in

structure can initially decrease the fitness of the network. If unaccounted for in the

evolutionary process, these potentially beneficial structures are lost to fitter suboptimal

structures. Which is why speciation is used.

Speciation

Speciation, also known as niching, is a nature inspired approach to diversify a popula-

tion and stop convergence on local optimums. Organisms separate into niches in which

they compete, as opposed to the entire population. In NEAT, structural innovations

are protected within new niches, where they have time to optimise their structure [215].

NEATs implementation of speciation is autonomous. Other uses of speciation have a

set amount of species from the offset. This was attributed to the difficulty in comparing

topology and weight configurations and how they differed. But, this dilemma is solved

with historical markings. The number of excess and disjoint genes between a pair of

genomes is a natural measure of their compatibility. The more disjoint two genomes
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are, the less evolutionary history they share, and thus the less compatible they are.

NEAT uses a compatibility distance (δ) calculated via the following [215]:

δ =
c1E

N
+
c2D

N
+ c3 · W̄ (2.3)

where E represents excess and D represents disjoint genes. W̄ is the average weight

differences of matching genes. The coefficients (c1, c2, c3) adjust the importance of the

three factors, and the factor N , the number of genes in the larger genome, normalises

for genome size.

There has been criticism of NEAT’s implementation of speciation. The concept of

speciation is to functionally diverse a set of solutions for a particular problem. Whereas,

diversity in topology allows differing structures while achieving the same behavioural

functionality [159]. Alternative uses of speciation have been used previously such as age

[100, 201] and fitness [103]. But, a tangible example in NEAT is behaviour-speciation

[231]. In which, species are established via a behavioural metric. The results show this

allowed more diversity, leading to greater robust solutions in unknown environments.

However, the behaviour signature is specific to the problem domain. It requires initial

testing in order to find optimal structure for the signatures. Both seem counter-intuitive

to the idea of evolving an ANN, which uses evolution as the optimiser.

Briefly touched upon was speciation’s relation to bloat, suggesting speciation pre-

vents bloat [215]. Bloat being program growth without (significant) return in fitness

[177]; an issue intertwined with genetic programming. An in-depth analysis concluded
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that NEAT does run bloat free but dependent on the speciation’s configuration [232].

So, Bloat-free NEAT (BF-NEAT) was developed to ingrained this into NEAT. In BF-

NEAT, species have a higher probability of survival and all species are protected re-

gardless of performance. The result showed an ability to maintain smaller genomes

during search, without a substantial decrease in performance.

Complexification

Like the many other concepts in evolutionary computation, complexification is rooted in

natural evolution [142]. NEAT not only performs the optimising function of evolution,

but also a complexifying function, allowing solutions to become incrementally more

complex at the same time as they become more optimal. There are two forms of

structural mutation in NEAT which allow complexification. The addition of a node

and an addition of a connection. A connection simply connects two nodes which were

previously unconnected. New nodes replace the connection between two other nodes

with an intermediary node. This is so the introduction of a node affects the network,

as opposed to being unconnected. Connections that the node replaces are disabled in

the genome. Depending on NEAT’s parameters, disabled links have a chance to be

re-enabled during crossover. The initial population connects all input to output nodes

to avoid genetic bloat. This was a criticism with GNARL’s ascertain nodes not being

associated with either the input or output nodes. By starting with small, minimal

structures and limiting the amount of connections through mutations, NEAT aims to
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bias the search results to find compact network topologies.

Figure 2.6: Matching up genomes for different network topologies using in-
novation numbers. Although Parent 1 and Parent 2 look different, their innovation
numbers (shown at the top of each gene) tell us which genes match up with which.
Even without any topological analysis, a new structure that combines the overlapping
parts of the two parents as well as their different parts can be created. In this case
the parents are equally fit and the genes are inherited from both parents. Otherwise,
the offspring inherit only the disjoint and excess genes of the most fit parent. Figure
duplicated from [219].
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Extensions

Crossover, Speciation, and Complexification have all proved significant to the perfor-

mance of NEAT and due to their lenient implementation NEAT is able to be modified to

suit the task domain. An extension which shows this potential is a real time version of

NEAT (rtNEAT) which accounts for user interaction. This particular feature is suited

to games in which behaviours can evolve during play, unbeknownst to the player, to

adapt to unique play styles. This was demonstrated in Neuro Evolving Robotic Opera-

tives (NERO) [220]. rtNEAT controls the behaviour of the game’s opponents. Through

the interaction with the environment, opponents learn to navigate mazes, avoid fire and

combinations of these approaches. For real-time feasibility rtNEAT changes include; a

steady state algorithm, Offspring producing at regular intervals and a fixed number of

species. rtNEAT works particularly well in NERO which was credited to an appropri-

ate amount of player interaction with a decent population size of 50. However, some

game designs would not meet this prerequisite. Which was shown with Globulation

2, an open-source real time strategy game. With a population size of 7 and limited

user interactions, rtNEAT failed to construct efficient controllers within the first 50

generations [172].

A workaround for Globulation 2 was to bootstrap the population with existing,

successful controllers. This was also seen in another real time strategy game approach

with rtNEAT [64]. The phenotype saves to a database once it exceeds a certain fitness.

Bootstrapping the population if evolution doesn’t deliver any meaningful progress. But,
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bootstrapping can bias the search space and leave potentially interesting behaviours

unobtainable. Despite these criticisms, if the game design can provide a satisfactory

player interaction with opponents rtNEAT is a viable option; in genres such as, first

person shooters, fighting games or 2D action games [172]. Games and NE algorithm

still have a budding relationship [91, 26, 189, 94] and approaches like rtNEAT could

allow enhanced experiences.

2.1.6 NeuroEvolutionary Algorithm (NevA)

Figure 2.7: NevA’s genetic representation of ANN. Figure adapted from [233].

NevA directly encodes the connection weights and topology of feed forward and

recurrent networks [233]. Each gene in the genome contains the start and finishing

neuron and the connection weight. Crossover chooses two parents above average fitness

and produces two offspring. Both offspring share common neurons and connections

for both parents. The weights of the connections are decided via a 2-point binary

crossover. Each connection that differs is randomly chosen to give to an offspring.

The initial population of organisms connects all inputs to outputs without hidden
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nodes. Network weights are initialised randomly in range [−0.5, 0.5]. During evolution,

the genomes grow structurally to produce more complex behaviour. Mutations can

add/remove connections/nodes and set connection weights to random values. Removal

or additional connections are either added or removed from the genome. Removal of a

neuron requires each instance of the neuron’s reference to be removed from the genome.

The addition of a connection requires a random starting and random ending neuron.

Each generation the fittest is carried to the next without any mutation. Structurally,

NevA is similar to NEAT and performs similar on benchmarks. Without speciation,

NevA can achieve these results without a large population size. However, NevA has

not gained the traction and scrutiny that NEAT has in the literature. So, it is difficult

to know if NevA excels past NEAT in other areas.

2.1.7 Cooperative Synapse NeuroEvolution (CoSyNE)

CoSyNE is an encoding scheme in which each network connection has a sub-population.

This is in opposition to other cooperative neuroevolutionary methods (e.g. ESP,

SANE) which typically use neurons. But, like neuron-level optimisation methods, one

member from each sub-population is used in a predefined network topology. So, the

number of sub-populations depends on the number of weights and biases. Each sub-

population initialises with real numbers, as well as index positions. The given index in

each sub-population combine to form the chromosome. Each generation establishes a

fitness for all chromosome combinations via a task domain. The population then sorts
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Figure 2.8: The CoSyNE method for neuroevolution. On the left, the fig-
ure shows an example population consisting of six subpopulations, each containing
m weight values. On the right is the neural network with weights mapped to their
corresponding synapses. Figure duplicated from [74].

via fitness. In each sub-population, parents are chosen from the top quarter of fittest

individuals. Offspring generate via recombination with crossover and mutation. Re-

combination produces a pool of new network genes that replace the least fittest in the

population. Co-evolving synaptic weights requires rearrangement (permuted) of the

sub-populations. So, each weight forms part of a potentially different network in the

next generation. Permutation performs probabilistically among their sub-population.

How the weights permute are user defined. A sophisticated approach could see dis-

rupting the network proportional to relative fitness. For example, less fit individuals

having a higher probability of being permuted. This forces their constituents to search
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for new complete solutions. This process is expressed in pseudocode below:

Algorithm CoSyNE (n,m,Ψ)
Initialize P = {P1, . . . , Pn}
repeat

for j = 1 to m do
xj ⇐

(
x1j, . . . , xnj

)
Evaluate

(
xj,Ψ

)
O ⇐ Recombine (P)
for k = 1 to l do

xi,m−k ⇐ oik

for i = 1 to n do
permute (Pi)

until solution is found.

In benchmarking domains, CoSyNE demonstrates greater performance than neuron-

based sub-populations on the two pole balancing problem without velocity information

[74]. However, neuron-based sub-population methods succeed in other domains over

CoSyNE, such as pattern recognition [28, 27].
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2.2 Indirect & Development Encoding

Indirect and development representations are inspired by biological genes; in particular

DNA where a foundation of limited instructions can produce a complex output. [19].

These encodings aim to find the right level of abstraction of biological development

to capture its essential properties. Research for these encoding in-silco can be found

in early experiments with pattern formation [234, 137]. Developmental and in-direct

systems are grounded in the belief that smaller sections make up the larger network.

The assumption was that the human brain has to have some modular structure in a

similar way that most computer programs use modularity. “Each procedure is defined

a single time and can be called many times” [81]. The following sections will give an

in-depth look at the major contributions to Indirect and development encoding.

Figure 2.9: Development of 2-2-1 XOR network with L-systems . Figure
adapted from [35].
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2.2.1 Lindenmayer systems (L-system)

L-systems are a parallel string rewriting mechanism [137]. They provide a model and a

mathematical theory of plant development; yet, L-systems can replicate many biological

processes. Formal grammars are the basis of L-systems. By continuously replacing

parts of an initial simple object (axiom) complex objects can form. Productions are

the rewrite rules which iteratively rewrite an axiom. Each production rule describes

how a certain character, or string, should be rewritten into other characters. L-systems

apply all production rules in parallel to form a new string. This is counter to other

grammar production rules which apply rules one-by-one. Notable uses of evolution of

L-systems are architectural structures [35], robot morphology [101] and modular neural

networks [119, 239, 16].

In the creation of neural networks, the GAs population consists of binary strings.

Each string includes one or more production rules for an L-system. Production rules

apply to an axiom a number of iterations or until the string contains only terminals.

The resulting string converts into a structural specification for a network. Back prop-

agation then applies to the network for a given task domain. A sum of the squares of

the errors then acts as the fitness function for the evolutionary process. The example

used in early works was that of an XOR gate.

In both Boers et al. and Kitano the L-system was only concerned with topology, as

opposed to also evolving the weights. Further work did incorporate weights to L-system

but at a rudimentary level (i.e binary weights) [82]. These works inspired others to use
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properties of L-system while incorporating greater robustness for topology and weight

evolution; Cellular Encoding (CE) is an example of one of those approaches.

2.2.2 Cellular Encoding (CE)

Figure 2.10: Cellular Encoding of a neural net for XOR. Figure adapted from
[83].

CE takes inspiration from cell division in living organisms [81, 83]. Like L-system,

the network is representing a set of directions for its construction, rather than as a

direct specification. The philosophy of the approach is to imitate the interactions that

occur among proteins and cells in a developing embryo. A grammar tree represents

the developmental process. The process starts with a single node. Then, by the use of

cell division, the tree branches out, adding new cells. Cell types dictate how the neural

network constructs. By curating cell types, restriction in the structure can leverage

domain exploits; in which specific network topologies are beneficial in a domain. The

cell types below were those in the original work:
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• A division cell - which creates two cells from one, further rules can be applied

to the relationship the mother cell has to offspring.

• A value cell - modifies the link in the link register to +1 or −1, which then

moves the pointer.

• An unary cell - which deletes the link stored in the link register.

• The waiting cell - which makes the cell wait for its next rewriting step.

• The end cell - which makes a neuron from the current cell and stops rewriting.

Crossover and mutation operation apply according to the common genetic pro-

gramming paradigm. Mutation takes a random node on the tree and replaces it with a

different instruction. Then, crossover cuts a subtree from one parent tree and replaces

a subtree from the other parent tree; the result is an offspring tree. The subtrees

exchanged during recombination are randomly selected.

Introductory work showed how cellular encoding could replicate an XOR gate. But

since then it has been shown that CE does not compete when compared to other NE

methods in bench marking tasks; including direct encoding [75, 55]. AGE is among

those which beat out CE. Like CE, AGE takes inspiration from gene regulatory net-

works; the networks formed by genes that send signals back and forth through their

protein products.
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2.2.3 Analog Genetic Encoding (AGE)

AGE is an implicit method derived from the observation of biological genetic regula-

tory networks [83, 55]. First, AGE relies on an explicit range of characters to construct

the chromosome. Commonly, the ASCII alphabet is used for this range. Chromosomes

represent the genome of a neural network. Genome’s size is a variable defined before

run time. For example, in Dürr et al. [55] the initial genome was sized between 500

and 800 characters, with each character being a possible of 26 unique characters of

the ASCII uppercase alphabet. Within the chromosomes there are distinct sequences

of characters called tokens. The token characters are defined before run time. Each

token defines a neuron (neuron token) or type of neural connection (terminal token).

Characters between a neuron token and the first terminal token, as well as those be-

tween each terminal token, are terminal sequences. Terminal sequences influence the

neural connection relationships. Characters between the final neural connection and a

new neuron token are non coding characters (i.e are not used in the phenotype).

During phenotype construction, the genome is sequentially inspected. Each neuron

token creates the appropriate neuron in the network. Terminal sequences group in

sequential pairs and their similarity recorded; this is the alignment score. Via a specified

threshold, the alignment score determines whether the paired nodes connect. Provided

a successful connection takes place, the alignment score determines connection weight.

Although it can be specified, the first sequence following a neuron token is the neuron

output and the second sequence the neuron input.
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Figure 2.11: AGE development process. Figure duplicated from [55].

AGE was benchmarked on the double pole balancing problem with no velocity,

beating NEAT and establishing a new state-of-the-art result at the time [55]. As well

as finding success in other areas like electronic circuits [145, 146]. Despite this, AGE

is restricted to low dimensionality domains. As with direct encoding, the genome type

length is tied to the size of the network. Task domains with greater complexity will

require larger inputs and, for this method, a large genome.

2.2.4 Cartesian Genetic programming (CGP)

CGP is a popular and efficient graph based form of Genetic Programming [154]. A

powerful aspect of CGP is its representation of graphs coupled with a high degree

of genetic redundancy. These graphs are represented as a two-dimensional grid of

computational nodes where user’s define the number of columns and rows. In the
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Figure 2.12: CGP graph representation. Figure adapted from [153].

genotype, each gene contains their input, output, and action within the graph. Each

action is user defined and placed into a function look-up table. The associated integer

values to those functions are called function genes. The input and output integers

are called connection genes. The genotype is a fixed length; however, the amount of

computational nodes can vary from zero to the number of nodes defined in the graph.

When decomposing the genotype to phenotype, some nodes may be ignored. This

occurs when the node’s outputs do not contribute to the output data; these are ‘non-

coding’ genes. The phenotype is the graph representation. Each node’s maximum

amount of inputs is relative to total inputs of the graph (arity). Each node contains

an integer address for their output.
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Each address sequentially follows on from the number of inputs. Nodes in the same

columns cannot be connected to each other. In the classic implementation, the graphs

are feed forward, therefore nodes may only have its inputs connected to either input

data or the output of a node in a previous column. However, there is a level-back

parameter which controls how many columns back a node can connect from. CGP’s

initial implementation was associated with digital circuit design [155, 236]. However,

the graph structure allows a simple transition to ANN, as seen in Cartesian Genetic

Programming of Artificial Neural Networks (CGPANN) [116, 235]. The function genes

are swapped for activation functions, such as sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent; the selec-

tion of which can have significant impact on the task [237]. Additional genes are added

for weights. Switch genes are added as binary gates to whether the connection is active.

During mutation, weights are replaced by a new random real number. Switch genes

change to the opposite activation. Therefore, topological features can be added and re-

moved by mutating functions, connections, weights, switches, and outputs. CGPANN

has been extended to allow for recurrent connections (RCGPANN) to be effective on

tasks that require recurrency (i.e the double pole balancing task without velocity [116]

and forecasting [238]). CGP has proven competitive on standard benchmarks [235] and

general game playing [256], as well as versatile in tasks such as Wumpus [115], checkers

[114] and maze solving [88].
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Figure 2.13: CPPN encoding. (a) The function f takes arguments x and y, which
are coordinates in a two-dimensional space. When all the coordinates are drawn with
an intensity corresponding to the output of f , the result is a spatial pattern, which
can be viewed as a phenotype whose genotype is f . (b) The CPPN is a graph that
determines which functions are connected. The connections are weighted such that
the output of a function is multiplied by the weight of its outgoing connection. Figure
adapted from [43].

2.2.5 Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (CPPN)

CPPN aims to achieve development encoding without development [211]. CPPN’s

structure is near-identical to that of a neural network, the difference being in activation

functions. CPPN uses a variety of evolvable activation functions rather than limited to

Sigmoid and Gaussian. With only the activation functions to consider, previous direct

encoding integrates seamlessly. This is why NEAT is the default method for CPPNs

[43, 203, 91, 34].

Each activation function replicates a biological representation; symmetry (e.g Gaus-

sian function), repetition (e.g sine function), Imperfect Symmetry etc [214]. By restrict-
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ing activation functions the CPPN can bias towards desired patterns. For example, the

use of polar coordinates and sine functions (repetition) flower patterns can form [191].

The most notable example of CPPN’s ability to generate procedural nature inspired

content is PicBreeder [203].

Picbreeder is an online service that allows users to collaborate on the formulation

of images via a CPPN. Each generation, fifteen images are produced and presented to

the user. Then, the user selects one or more images as parents for the next generation,

as well as a mutation rate. Users can also evolve other user’s outputs; essentially pig-

gybacking off their evolutionary exploration. Picbreeder is the visual affirmation that

CPPN replicates natural biological patterns by creating human recognisable structures

from random initial images. Examples of these structures include: cars, planets, and

skulls.

A point of contention is the validity of these images as natural structures as the

result is subjective to each user. However, various PicBreeder images have been recog-

nised and sensibly classified by pre-trained deep neural networks (DNNs) for the classi-

fication of real world objects [60]. This result suggests the patterns CPPN generates do

accurately replicate forms of natural biological phenomenons. Picbreeder benefits from

the exploitative nature of human selection. Without curated evolution, and instead a

fitness function of similarity to Google images, images become more akin to genetic

art than recognisable natural evolutionary structures [7]. Objective based algorithms

were also examined in PicBreeder. When the target output were previously generated

PicBreeder images, all runs either failed or took substantially longer than its interac-
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tive evolutionary counterpart [258]. There have been implementations in which less

explicit techniques are used to allow interactive evolution, such as in Galactic Arms

Race (GAR). New weapons in GAR generate based on user preference, which is how

long a user spends using that weapon [91].

2.2.6 Hypercube-based NEAT (HyperNEAT)

Figure 2.14: A CPPN connectivity example for HyperNEAT. A grid of nodes,
called the ANN substrate, is assigned coordinates. (1) Every connection between layers
in the substrate is queried by the CPPN to determine its weight; the line connecting
layers in the substrate represents a sample such connection. (2) For each such query,
the CPPN inputs the coordinates of the two endpoints, which are highlighted on the
input and output layers of the substrate. (3) The weight between them is output by
the CPPN. Thus, CPPNs, whose internal topology and connection weights are evolved
by HyperNEAT, can generate regular patterns of connections. Figure duplicated from
[245].

HyperNEAT exploits geometric regularity in task domains via the use of CPPN to

encode weight matrices [221]. The results have shown good performance on a wide va-

riety of problems; multi-agent solutions [44], simulated locomotion [32, 33, 31], physical
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locomotion [130], autonomous robot cars [54], checkers [66] etc.

HyperNEAT uses two networks, a CPPN and a substrate. The CPPN encodes

the connectivity pattern of the substrate. The substrate is an ANN whose nodes sim-

ulate a coordinate system to represent the topology. The name was chosen to be

verbally distinguished from the CPPN which has its own topology [65], With the use

of the CPPN, HyperNEAT can exploit geometric properties, such as regularity and

repetition. As such, the substrate includes information to allow the CPPN to be geo-

metrically aware. So, the substrate configuration is dependent on the task domain. For

example, the state-space sandwich is the configuration used in checkers and quadruped

locomotion. This is a single two dimensional sheet of neurons fully-connected to an-

other two-dimensional sheet. Another quadruped substrate divides each control of a leg

into substrate modules [188]. HyperNEAT is still able to encode traditional ANNs (i.e

two-dimensional substrates) [42], as well as nontraditional evolutionary networks like a

Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet) [244, 202]. Each layer has Y representative

and each node has a X representative. This allows connective CPPNS to use spatial

information.

In Hausknecht et al. [94], HyperNEAT was assessed on general game playing with

atari 2600 games. Three different state representations were used; object, seeded noise

and pixel. In the comparison with other top direct encoding methods, HyperNEAT

was the only approach to exploit the relationship of the game with raw pixel colours.

Although Deep Mind made a larger impact on this task later, HyperNEAT was the

first system for which direct pixel-to-action atari results were reported.
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Though, the direct encoding methods did out perform HyperNEAT on those other

representations. Yet, this is due to the low dimensionality of the representation; which

direct encodings are superior at. Still, it is a testament to HyperNEAT’s ability to

adapt to general-purpose problems.

Due to the separation of CPPN and substrate, the underlying mathematical rela-

tionships can be retained even when the substrate changes. This allows the substrate

resolution to fluctuate to appropriate tasks without further evolution, as seen in exam-

ples in which the substrate was scaled [65, 246]. Therefore, HyperNEAT can generalise

significantly more effectively [66].

HyperNEAT has a weakness for irregular task domains. Clune et al., [34] demon-

strates how HyperNEAT reacts to solving problems as the task irregularity decreases.

The conclusion is that performance decreased as problem regularity decreased. Direct

encoding (P-NEAT) out performed HyperNEAT but only when the task is relatively

irregular. This issue, among others, has caused numerous extensions to HyperNEAT.

Extensions

Due to HyperNEAT’s popularity it has been used as a foundation to build extensions

that incorporate new and old ideas, while leveraging HyperNEATs proven versatility

and performance. For example, Hybridized Indirect and Direct encoding (HybrID)

takes the already established benefits of direct encoding and combines them with indi-

rect encoding. Indirect encoding exploits available regularities, then switches to direct
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encoding to account for irregularities. The encoding switches after a number of gen-

erations. In testing domains, HybrID outperformed HyperNEAT in every run [34].

However, the significance is only apparent when the problem domain has a certain

amount of regularity. Also, pathways bias the exploration to what indirect encoding

finds initially desirable. A potential solution to this is R-HybrID [207]. The switch

from indirect to direct encoding are under evolutionary control. In three benchmark

tasks R-HybrID outperformed HyperNEAT, NEAT, and HybrID. An issue to consider

is how direct encoding scales to large substrates. It may be too computationally in-

tensive for current machines to individually change each weight. Future work may see

techniques to incorporate direct encoding into an abstracted set of parameters, without

dealing with each individually.

Adaptive HyperNEAT employs lifetime learning into the CPPN to encourage the

discovery of local learning rules. The vague formulation of local learning requires (1)

learning to depend on local information associated with the pre and post-synaptic neu-

rons; and (2) learning ought to depend on the correlation between the activities of

these neurons, yielding a spectrum of possibilities on how these correlations are com-

puted and used to change the synaptic weights [9]. This is inspired by how biological

brains can adapt and learn from past experience. Three models are proposed in this

work. The iterated model provides inputs for activation of the pre-synaptic and post-

synaptic neuron, and the current weight as input. The ABC Model produces three

CPPN outputs that each control synaptic plasticity during the lifetime of the agent, as

well as a learning rate. Finally, Plain Hebb which only includes the learning rate as in
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output. The iterated and ABC model was able to solve a task with Nonlinear Reward

Signature, where Plain Hebb failed. We can deduce then that a standard HyperNEAT

configuration would not be adequate to the task. In the Iterated model, the CPPN is

required at every clock tick to update the ANN weights as the inputs are needed to

affect plasticity. However, it is acknowledged, this is a more computationally intensive

ask. The substrate used in this work was only a few neurons in a two layer network.

But, an appeal of HyperNEAT is the large structures that can efficiently be encoded.

This method may not be practical for those tasks.

Evolvable-substrate HyperNEAT (ES-HyperNEAT) allows the substrate design to

be dynamic through the evolutionary process, like NEAT before it. In the original

HyperNEAT implementation the placement of nodes in a substrate is decided by the

user and these placements play an important role in the ability to exploit geometric

symmetry in a task domain. Therefore, HyperNEAT asks the user to choose an appro-

priate substrate to best fit the environment, however this may not be a clear choice.

The example used for ES-HyperNEAT is the difficulty defining the best placement for

sensors and effectors to relate to a domain geometry as well as the appropriate num-

ber of hidden nodes. Rather, ES-HyperNEAT leaves the substrate undefined prior to

evolution, only the inputs and outputs are defined. The placement of nodes is then

the responsibility of the CPPN. Based on implicit information in an infinite-resolution

pattern of weights, the CPPN is able to produce patterns of possible connections, in-

cluding node positions. Nodes which contribute to the overall results (i. connect in

some form to an input are output) remain in the substrate, while the other connections
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are pruned. A new important factor introduced with ES-HyperNEAT is representing

regions of varying density in the substrate which cluster due to the CPPN’s node geo-

metric position. As pointed out this is an abstracted feature of neurons in the brain.

As the architecture is connected to the CPPN the substrate is able to exploit complex

regular patterns. This approach was demonstrated to be more efficient than the origi-

nal HyperNEAT at solving a maze navigation task and a task that required switching

sensors [185, 186]. These extensions can also be stacked together, see ES-HyperNEAT

and Adaptive HyperNEAT [187].

2.2.7 Deep Neuroevolution

Deep neuroevolution refers to the evolution of deep neural networks, which typically

have (many) more than two hidden layers. Due to the large number of parameters it

is infeasible for direct encoding. Deep neuroevolution uses a simple random number

generator for weight parameters and a genome of seed values for the number gener-

ator. Generating the vector of parameters can be achieved by applying each seed in

chronological order. Then, a conventional evolutionary process can take place on the

population (i.e mutation, elitism). Each mutation, a new seed is added to the end of

the sequence. A formal mathematical definition can be seen at figure 2.15.

So, the genome can only grow as long as the number of generations and, as demon-

strated, can feasibly generate up to 4 million parameters. Elitism is employed to retain

the E most fit individual(s) into the next generation, un-mutated. Parents are selected
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Figure 2.15: Visual representation of the Deep GA encoding method. From
a randomly initialised parameter vector θ0 (produced by an initialisation function ϕ
seeded by τ0), the mutation function ψ (seeded by τ1) applies a mutation that results in
θ1 . The final parameter vector θд is the result of a series of such mutations. Recreating
θд can be done by applying the mutation steps in the same order. Thus, knowing the
series of seeds τ0 . . .τд that produced this series of mutations is enough information
to reconstruct θд (the initialisation and mutation functions are deterministic). Figure
duplicated from [226]

uniformly at random from the T most fit individuals in a generation and mutation ap-

plied to create new offspring; this process repeats until the next generation’s population

is filled.

Deep ConvNets have predominantly been trained by SGD, achieving state of the

art results. NE has aided in topology building [152, 263, 244] and feature extraction

[202, 10] but, until recently, showed little promise in training very large neural networks.

Such et al. [226] and Salimans et al. [194] demonstrated that genetic algorithms and

evolutionary strategies are competitive alternatives for training large neural networks,

including deep ConvNets, on RL tasks. Both have been used on RL benchmarks using

the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) and MuJoCo, producing competitive and

state-of-the-art results. Such et al. [226] used a very simple GA, with no recombination.
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Their results gave a proof of concept and suggested that techniques such as crossover

[62], exploiting regularities [34] and diversity mechanisms [167, 165] should be explored

in future extensions. Due to deep neuroevolution utilising ConvNets to achieve state-of-

the-art results in its introductory paper [226], the next subsection will cover ConvNets

and how it differs from the conventional feed forward discussed up until now.

Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet)

ConvNets were originally proposed in LeCun et al. [129] for handwritten digit recog-

nition. They proved successful also in speech recognition [128], object detection in

natural images [241] and face recognition [127]. The basis of the modern ConvNet ar-

chitecture was introduced in Yann et al. [265] with LeNet-5. LeNet-5’s success comes

from deriving higher-level features from identified lower-level ones; this is achieved via

local connections, shared weights, pooling, and the use of layers. ConvNet can consist

of convolution layers, pooling layers, non-linearity and a fully-connected layer.

Kernel convolution is a process where a small matrix of numbers (kernel) passes

through a matrix or tensor and transforms it depending on the weights within the

kernel. Convolution extracts spatial or temporal features and many kernels can be

used to extract various features from an image. The following equation expresses

kernel convolution:

G[m,n] =
∑
j

∑
k

h[j,k]f [m + j,n + k] (2.4)

where f represents the input, h the kernel, m the rows and n the columns of the
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result matrix. Once transformed, a non-linear activation function is applied to the out-

puts. It is then common for ConvNet’s to use pooling layers which create an invariance

to small shifts and distortions, pooling reduces the size of the tensor by down-sampling.

How pooling down samples can be tuned to the task domain; for example, average pool-

ing calculates the average for each kernel patch of the feature and is used when data

retention is necessary over multiple layers, whereas max pooling, carries through the

largest value in each kernel patch of the feature and therefore retains only the most

present feature in the patch. After multiple sequences of convolution, non-linearity and

pooling layers, the rows and length of features reduce while the layer size increase; this

can be calculated with the following:

[n,n,nc] ∗ [f , f ,nc] =

[ ⌊
n + 2p − f

s
+ 1

⌋
,

⌊
n + 2p − f

s
+ 1

⌋
,n f

]
(2.5)

where n represents tensor input length or height, f represents filter size, nc number

of layers in input tensor, p is padding, s is stride, n f the number of kernels. The

final fully connected layer represents a traditional ANN, where the tensor is flattened

to a one dimensional matrix and fully connected to an output layer or layers. In a

classification task, for example, the fully-connected section will determine how features

in the previous layer contribute to each class.

Despite these initial successes, ConvNets’ greater popularity only came to fruition

with advances made in core computing systems. The use of graphical processing units

allowed AlexNet [121] to train a deeper and wider ConvNet. In the challenging Ima-
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geNet competition, AlexNet achieved state of the art results. Various other advances

were introduced in this architecture, including the use of dropout to reduce overfitting

and the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) to improve training times. Since then, ConvNets

have been structured in many different ways. The work in Mnih et al. [157] omitted the

pooling layers to retain spatial information. Residual Networks (ResNets) have em-

ployed more than 100 layers to improve performance on visual recognition tasks [96].

GoogLeNet’s Inception module uses multiple kernels, at different sizes, on the same

input, to abstract features from different scales [229]. DenseNet connects each layer

to every other layer in a feed-forward fashion which strengthens feature propagation

[104].
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2.3 Diversity

The basis of CNE selection pressure is to produce fitter solutions while discarding

those with lower fitness; as a result, populations converge in the search space. Then,

solutions may stall as GAs struggles to effectively explore the search space. These

types of problems can be expressed as bootstrap or deception [208]. Consequently,

fitness functions may not provide a selection pressure in a task domain. This makes

solutions too difficult for the evolutionary system to discover directly [71]. Individuals

may perform poorly and drift in an uninteresting region of the search space (i.e the

bootstrap problem). Or, promising initial performance leads the population to a local

optima, (i.e deception) [253]. However, by preserving diversity within a population,

evolution can benefit from greater exploration. It is one of the most common methods

to improve the behaviour of GAs with demanding fitness functions [168]. Diversity

also promotes quick exploration of the search space. If a population converges, the

mutation operator is the only viable solution to continue exploration; this progresses

very slowly [163]. Yet, a diverse population can utilise the crossover operation to make

larger traversal strides in a short amount of time. Long have techniques been devised

to introduce diversity into NE [70, 141]. The following sections will examine the most

popular types.
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2.3.1 Crowding

Crowding promotes diversity by replacing existing individuals with new genetically

similar ones [48]. Each generation, selections of the population are evaluated to discover

parents. With the production of an offspring, another sub-population is defined by the

Crowding Factor. The offspring replaces the most genetically similar individual in

the sub-population. Deterministic Crowding improves upon the original by allowing

competition between parent and child of identical sub-populations [140]. If offspring

are in a genetically similar range to their parents and have a higher fitness, the offspring

replaces the parent. Therefore, two sets of tournaments between both parents and both

offspring are possible. The following pseudocode describes this:

Algorithm Deterministic Crowding
for д ∈ G do . Repeat for G generations

Select 2 parents, p1 and p2, randomly, no replacement
Cross them, yielding c1 and c2
Apply mutation / etc., yielding c′1 and c′2 (optional)
if

[
d

(
p1, c

′
1

)
+ d

(
p2, c

′
2

) ]
≤

[
d

(
p1, c

′
2

)
+ d

(
p2, c

′
1

) ]
then

if f
(
c′1

)
> f (p1) then

replace p1 with c′1
if f

(
c′2

)
> f (p2) then

replace p2 with c′2
else

if f
(
c′2

)
> f (p1) then

replace p1 with c′2
if then

replace p2 with c′1

Another extension is probabilistic crowding [150], where fitter individuals do not

necessarily win over weaker individuals. The winning individuals is proportional to
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their fitness based on a probabilistic formula [140]:

px = p(x) =
f (x)

f (x) + f (y)
(2.6)

where f is the fitness function and x and y are two similar individuals that have

been picked to compete. The original crowding implementation has shown to be limited

in multimodal function optimisation. Crowding fails to consistently maintain more

than two peaks of a multimodal function [141]. This was attributed to stochastic

errors in the replacement causing genetic drift; the loss of alternative solutions due to

random fluctuation. Deterministic Crowding reduced the replacement error, which in

turn, allowed maintenance of multiple peaks. Further studies showed that deterministic

crowding aided in locating superior single solutions [92, 175]. By maintaining many sub

solutions, greater exploration of the search space is promoted. Probabilistic Crowding

furthers this idea by the exploration of less fit solutions.

2.3.2 Fitness sharing

Fitness sharing arranges the population into sections in the search space based on a

metric of similarity and penalises those in higher clustered areas, thus forcing the GA to

maintain diversity within the population [70]. This method is used to attempt to find

all maximas in a given multimodal function. The inspiration for this method is species

in nature occupy the same environment and therefore have to share resources. But,

those individuals in the environment may want to spread out to seek more resources
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and higher rewards; thus the devaluation of fitness in close individuals. Similarity of

individuals can be established via the genotype, phenotype or a combination of the

two; the original work focused on the phenotype. To determine fitness sharing, two

parameters are needed; the objective fitness and the niche count. The objective fitness

is calculated via Goldberg’s ranking [69] which provides equal reproductive potential

for non dominated individuals. This method separates individuals in the population

into layers and ranks them depending on their dominance in the search space. The

least dominant are assigned rank 0 then removed from contention. The next set of

non-dominant individuals are found to be given rank 1 etc. This is repeated until

the population is suitably ranked. Next, the niche count provides an estimate to

crowd together individuals into a niche. This requires a user defined niche radius to

estimate the expected minimum separation between solutions. This particular function

has been criticised for being domain specific, requiring prior knowledge [180, 112]. A

simple approach to calculate an individual’s shared fitness is [70]:

f ′i =
fi
mi

(2.7)

where fi is the shared fitness of an individual (i) and mi is the niche count.

2.3.3 Incremental Evolution

Incremental evolution is a term that describes a change in environment or reward func-

tion to incrementally guide evolution through increasingly more difficult tasks. The
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of SAGA space. The progress of the always compact
course of a species the z axis indicates both time and the loosely correlated number
of dimensions of the current search space The x and y axes represent just two of the
current number of dimensions The possibility of splitting into separate species and of
extinction are indicated in the sketch.. Figure duplicated from [89].

first inspirations for this technique were laid out in Inman Harvey’s Species Adapta-

tion Genetic Algorithms (SAGA) framework [89, 90]. The framework came from the

observation that in nature evolving populations are highly converged genetically and

this would be true at every point in history. So, for 4 billion years there has been the

pathway of a population changing from a single cell to complex creatures. Therefore,

complex individuals are linked via a continuous chain of viable ancestors to the origin.

In an artificial evolutionary example, solutions may be unattainable due to lack of vi-

able pathways from the origin. Therefore, incremental evolution breaks the task down

into simpler tasks and, once solved, moves individuals into more challenging tasks until

it is tasked with the goal itself; guiding individuals through the search space.

Gomez demonstrated the effectiveness of incremental evolution in a pursuit-evasion
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simulation by gradually increasing the speed of prey when the ANN controlled the

predators [71]. Within this implementation, an agent is placed in the centre of the grid

world and the prey is placed in a random position just within the agent’s sensor range.

The agent and prey alternate in taking an action at each time step until either the

prey has been captured or a maximum number of time steps has been reached. The

population first evolved on the task E0.00 (i.e., capturing a stationary prey within its

sensory range). Next, an evolutionary process takes place based on the successful indi-

vidual’s genotype (∆). After each successful run of the task the environment increases

the number of steps the prey can take (0 − 4) and at what speed (0.0 to 1.0 in four

steps). This sequence forces the agent first to develop its memory and then to learn to

deal with a fast-moving prey. This is expressed via [71]:

E0.00

∆
−→ E0.02

∆
−→ E0.03

∆
−→ E0.04

∆
−→ E0.34

∆
−→ E0.64

∆
−→ E0.84

∆
−→ E1.04 (2.8)

Other examples include, work from Bongard which demonstrated how robots that

grow from anguilliform into legged robots then lose the anguilliform body later in evo-

lution, performed more rapidly and more robustly than robots without this transition

[18]. Paired Open-Ended Trailblazer (POET) [248] trains 2D bipedal walkers on an

indefinite environment of increasing complexity. POET achieves behaviours that were

unreachable in any conventional way.
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Figure 2.17: NSGA-II procedure. Figure duplicated from [51].

2.3.4 Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs)

MOEAs are designed for multi-objective domains in which a solution may require

trade-offs. When in a domain that has multiple objectives, this causes multiple op-

timal solutions (known as pareto-optimal solutions), as opposed to a single solution.

Without a leaning to any one solution, no solution can be superior to another, therefore

it is evolution’s role to find many pareto-optimal solutions within a single run. MOEAs

have two ideal goals: (1) converge on a set of solutions which lies on the pareto-optimal

front and (2) diversify enough to represent the entire range of the pareto-optimal front

[50]. The first practical algorithm was Shaffer’s Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm

(VEGA) [197]. VEGA ran independent selection cycles according to each objective.

Each objective is carried out on parts of the population to fill a mating area. Then, via

crossover and mutation the population gains offspring from different subgroups. VEGA

suffers from biases towards certain pareto-optimal solutions, which in turn converges
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the entire population towards the individual optimum regions after a large number of

generations. Goldberg provided suggestions based on a non dominated sorting pro-

cedure to improve upon Schaer’s ideas. Non-dominated sorting ranks individuals in

how they dominate others; for an individual to dominate another they have to (1) not

be objectively worse in any objective than the other and (2) at least one objective

is superior over other individuals. This repeats until all non-dominated individuals

have been ranked. This is detailed in pseudocode on the next page. Non Dominated

Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [210] implements Goldberg’s suggestion. NSGA

showed an ability to maintain a stable and uniform reproductive potential across non

dominated individuals, overcoming VEGA’s shortcomings. The next major iteration

to this set of algorithms was the inclusion of elitism; the most popular of which is

NSGA-II [51]. Before the non-dominated sorting, NSGA-II creates an offspring pop-

ulation with the previous population as parents. Usual genetic operators are applied,

then the two populations are merged to be double the size of the original population.

Next, non-dominated sorting applies. Due to the larger population size, those below

the original population size are discarded; with those in the final ranking sorted via

highest diversity before discarding the remaining individuals. A real-world example

of an application is spacecraft trajectory optimisation with objectives such as; max-

imising the delivered payload; minimise the time of flight and maximising heliocentric

revolutions [37].
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Algorithm fast-non-dominated-sort(P)
for all p ∈ P do

Sp = ∅
np = 0
for all q ∈ P do

if (p ≺ q) then . If p dominates q
Sp = Sp ∪ {q} . Add q to the set of solutions dominated by p

else if (q ≺ p) then
np = np + 1 . Increment the domination counter of p

if np = 0 then
prank = 1
F1 = F1 ∪ {p}

i = 1 . Initialise the front counter
while Fi , ∅ do

Q = ∅ . Used to store the members of the next front
for all p ∈ Fi do

for all q ∈ Sp do
nq = nq − 1
if nq= 0 then

qrank = i + 1
Q= Q ∪ {q}

i = i + 1
Fi = Q
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2.3.5 Novelty Search (NS)

Figure 2.18: Novelty and objective fitness based search on medium and hard
maze environments. Each maze depicts a typical run, stopping at either 250, 000
evaluations or when a solution is found. Each point represents the end location of a
robot evaluated during the run. Novelty search is more evenly distributed because it
is not deceived. Figure adapted from [190].

NS was conceived for deceptive domains in which reward-based optimisation mech-

anisms converge to local optima; this has been demonstrated in maze tasks [166],

but also less obvious applications like bipedal walking [131]. NS exploits the observa-

tion that in non-human populations diversity in behaviours provides greater success

in problem-solving [15]. NS ignores the reward function during evolution and instead

focuses on agents performing new, unseen behaviours. To assess what is a novel be-

haviour, a novelty metric is required; good behaviour characterisation has shown to be

essential to NS’s success [118, 169]. In the hard maze task, the objective fitness would

favour bots that end up closer to the goal. With NS, the novelty metric behaviour is

defined by the cartesian location of the robot in the maze. Then, the novelty metric

calculates the average distance between it and its k-nearest neighbours; where k is a

fixed parameter that is determined experimentally. The nearest neighbours calculation

takes into consideration individuals from the current population and from the perma-
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nent archive of novel individuals. The archive consists of past individuals with highly

novel behaviours, that is, those above some minimal threshold p min of novelty. The

archive also mitigated backtracking to previously discovered behaviours. The following

equation expresses the behaviour metric [166]:

ρ(x) =
1

k

k∑
j=0

db
(
x, µj

)
(2.9)

where k is a user-defined parameter and j is the j-th nearest neighbor of x with respect

to the distance db . NS was first demonstrated with NEAT which continually ascends to

new levels of complexity, which in turn allows more novelty. Yet, novelty can be used

in place of any NE method which already uses an objective fitness function; notable

examples are HyperNEAT [164] and Deep Convolutional Networks [36]. NS has inspired

implied extensions; Surprise Search [79] rewards exploration and divergence from the

expected behaviour, and Evolvability Search [149] selects individuals with a greater

potential for diversity, rather than diversity itself. Search based on pure novelty has

shown not to scale well in tasks with large feature spaces [132, 38] which is addressed

in Quality Diversity (QD) algorithms.

2.3.6 Quality Diversity (QD)

Quality Diversity (QD) extends the early divergent search algorithms, like NS, by

continuing to utilise diverging behaviours but also promoting an objective quality of

those behaviours. QD differs from MOEAs as they are still ultimately driven toward
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Figure 2.19: Map-Elite heat map comparison of connection cost and modu-
larity with other search techniques. The x-axis is connection cost, the y-axis is
modularity, and heat map colours indicate normalised performance. These maps show
that MAP-Elites illuminates more of the feature space, revealing the fitness potential
of each area. Figure adapted from [165].

specific objectives, which is intrinsically convergent. QD avoids the use of global fitness

values as it pushes search to higher performing niches. Instead, QD aims to find all

possible behavioural niches and present the most qualified candidate/s from that niche.

The first implementation of this type was NS with local competition [133]. This im-

plementation uses NS to explore the search space based on sheer novelty, then species

are formed depending on how close the species are. These individuals are then eval-

uated on a global fitness measure. The idea is to explore the merits of each niche

rather than to exploit greedily only the best niches. Individuals are compared to their

nearest neighbours in a niche and given a local competition score based on how many

neighbours it outperforms. It is believed that this implementation produces more

natural evolutionary dynamics through a gradual accumulation of functionally-diverse

well-adapted individuals.

Later, Map-Elites [165, 39] was introduced which called itself a ‘illumination algo-
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rithm’. MAP-Elites establishes a performance measure, which is a global fitness. Next,

a user can add any number of variations of interest that define a feature space. Each

dimension of feature variation is discretised based on user preference. MAP-Elites will

then search for solutions for the highest performance measure with a variation of each

interest. For example, if MAP-Elites was tasked with finding the morphology for a fast

robot and the interests were size, weight, and energy consumption. MAP-Elites will

search for the fastest robot that is tall, heavy, and efficient; the fastest robot that is

tall, heavy, and inefficient, the fastest robot that is tall, light, and efficient, etc. The

interests could be established directly in the genotype or may require evaluation in the

phenotype while it performs. MAP-Elites describes the accumulation of interests as

features, and each feature has a cell. Cells allow individuals to compete in niches to

gain occupancy of the cell. There is no guarantee that all cells in the feature space will

be filled, as individuals may not be found during search or they may not be possible.

The pseudocode for Map-Elites can be found on the next page.

Like with previous divergent search algorithms, quality of solutions is dependant on

the behaviour characterisation; how behaviours are calculated and compared. Studies

on behaviour characterisation quality misalignment have shown that in simple domains

the solution discovery is slower with passable solutions but in much more complex

domains QD breaks down without the appropriate behaviour characterisation [178,

179].
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Algorithm MAP-Elites Algorithm (Simple, Default Version)
(P ← ∅,X ← ∅) . Create an empty, N -dimensional map

of elites: {solutions X and their perfor-
mances P}

for iter = 1→ I do . Repeat for I iterations

if iter < G then . Initialise by generating G random solu-
tions

x′← random_solution()

else . All subsequent solutions are generated
from elites in the map

x← random_selection(X) . Randomly select an elite x from the map X

x← random_variation(x) . Create x′, a randomly modified copy of x
(via mutation and/or crossover)

b′← feature_descriptor (x′) . Simulate the candidate solution x′ and
record its feature descriptor b′

p′← performance (x′) . Record the performance p′ of x′

if P (b′) = ∅ or P (b′) < p′ then . If the appropriate cell is empty or its
occupants’s performance is ≤ p′,then

P (b′) ← p′ . Store the performance of x′ in the map of
elites according to its feature descriptor
b′

X (b′) ← x′ . Store the solution x′ in the map of elites
according to its feature descriptor b′

return feature-performance map (P and X)
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2.4 Discussion

The preceding sections provide an overview of all the relevant techniques that were

reviewed and considered for this work. The following section will discuss ideas on

how these findings affect work related to motion planning. It has been identified

that indirect and developmental encoding are most effective in high-dimensional task

domains, while direct encodings are ideal for low dimensional domains. For motion

planning, the dimensional size will be decided by the architecture and implementation.

Artificial potential field implementations map the real space into a configuration space,

a mapping of the geometry into discrete positions. This space is then transformed for

robots to interact with. The obvious configuration space in a NE approach will be

the representation of discrete spaces as neurons in an ANN. Next, the topology of this

network.

To accommodate unknown and unforeseen future tasks, and also to refrain from bi-

asing the search space, the motion planning network should be a versatile architecture.

This means accommodating for; reactive behaviours, in which agents are navigating

objects in a local space; deliberative behaviours, in which agents must traverse a long

distance to obtain the goal; and a combination of the two. From an ANN perspective,

each neuron in the environment should have a relationship with each other to achieve

this range of behaviours. But, this would produce high dimensional search spaces as

environment sizes increase. However, as Fekiac identifies, exactly how the network

size contributes to solving a problem is not known when comparing between direct
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and indirect encoding; instead, putting greater emphasis on the regular and modular

architectures [61]. Therefore, we do not yet have a grasp on how large of an envi-

ronment direct encoding could accommodate or whether it is even suitable for small

environments. For this reason, the initial experiments will focus on the scalability of

each approach.

For the initial experiments NEAT and HyperNEAT have been chosen to cover

direct and indirect encoding methodologies. It was established that on benchmark

tasks, that if an appropriate topology was previously known, a fixed topology method

would outperform NEAT, as was seen with SANE, ESP, CoSyNE on the double pole

balancing task. However, benchmarks have been criticised by Stanley stating

"The problem is that benchmark performance may not correlate to the long-term goal

of the field, which is to discover encoding with the expressive capacity demonstrated by

the complexity of natural organisms" [214].

With this in mind, NEAT and other TWEANN methods provide the unique trait

of further abstracting the human experimenter from the task in the aspiration that

evolution alone is capable of finding an appropriate solution. HyperNEAT has proven

itself in a great number of varied domains, including the desirable trait of scaling up

to domains which would require workarounds with NEAT, such as in Go. Both share

many similarities in terms of the evolutionary process due to NEAT being used in the

construction of the CPPN. The connection between the two allows changes in the task

domain or evolutionary process to have reasonably similar effects. Both, also, have a
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wide array of valuable extensions which provide avenues of further exploration.

Genetic diversity shows a great variety of ways in which evolution’s outcomes can

be enhanced with simple changes to the evolutionary process; with many compatible

with each other. However, each will not necessarily be a direct and effortless solution

to a problem. Take for instance NS, this would not be effective in an environment

that already provides a clear gradient to the result. Encoding techniques may also

include diversity mechanisms as part of their established benefit; such as concepts

outlined in crowding and fitness sharing are seen in speciation within ESP, NEAT,

HyperNEAT etc. The section provides resourceful methods and means to overcome

common problems in NE if they become evident during experimentation; but, at this

stage would disturb results which could already be achieved with a simple GA.
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3.1 Overview

Simulations in evolutionary computing allow researchers to evolve and study behaviours

through observable periods of evolution in an achievable and realistic time frame. These

types of simulations can range from coevolution [267, 27], morphological evolution

[8, 18], predator and prey behaviours [71] etc. Computer models may not represent the

biological reality with sufficient fidelity and it is unclear whether conclusions drawn,

in silico, can be transferred to the carbon-based biological medium; yet, evolutionary

computing can still provide an understanding of how things work [58]. In the case of this

thesis, the predominant focus is creating an evolvable motion planning network that

reproduces the behaviours of artificial potential fields; used prominently in evolutionary

robotics [247, 240]. Motion planning may appear as an engineering challenge, however,

when combined with other networks, motion planning can produce agents with life-like

responses in a physics-based environment; a natural biological phenomena to observe

[222]. A simplified version of this domain will be used for this work known as the

River Crossing Task (RC Task) (section 3.2). The RC Task has been used numerous

times as a test domain and the discoveries from this research are instantly applicable
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to those works, and other domains like it. Later in the thesis, a common multi-domain

benchmarking platform known as the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) (section

3.3) is utilised. This provides a variety of domain types and is useful for evaluating

the general-purpose competence of evolvable solutions; allowing researchers to compare

and contrast performance.

Resource

River

Stone

Trap

Animat

Figure 3.1: RC World environment (left) with the corresponding activity
landscape (right) produced via Shunting Model (SM). Activity from desirable
states propagates through the network to create an activity landscape. The dynamic
activity landscape is used to determine where the next robot position is. Red is the
highest activation value; Blue is the lowest. Clustered desirable objects cause greater
areas of activity (see stones compared to resource).

3.2 River Crossing Task (RC Task)

The RC Task is a hierarchical task where higher-level decisions require the use of

lower-level skills. It was devised in Robinson et al. [192] to demonstrate high-level

deliberative and reactive behaviours produced by a modular neural architecture. The

neural architecture consists of a Shunting Model (SM) (section 3.2.2) with static weights
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and a Decision Network (DN) (section 3.2.1) with evolvable weights. The DN’s weights

were evolved via a steady-state genetic algorithm. Fitness is based upon animat’s

ability to locate a resource in a 20x20 discrete world. Then, tournament selection was

used for each iteration, with three animats evaluated and the worst performer replaced

by a new offspring created from a combination of the other two. The goal of an agent

is to navigate to the target resource in each two-dimensional RC world, within 100

time-steps, while avoiding harmful objects. Once the resource is obtained, the agent

proceeds to the next RC World. Each world increases in complexity via an expanding

river obstruction between agent and resource. Agents must evolve to move randomly

positioned ‘stones’ to build bridges to cross the river, in order to complete the more

challenging RC World environments.

RC worlds are constructed on a 20x20 bounded grid in which each cell contains

zero or one of each of four object types: stone, trap, water, and resource. A cell

containing none of these four object types is deemed to contain grass. Stones and

traps are initially placed into each environment at random while water is positioned

deterministically. Moving on to a trap or water kills an agent. Stones are movable

objects: they can be picked up and dropped on grass or water. If one is dropped on

water then the water object is converted into a grass object. Complexity is enforced

by water placed across the world, creating a river obstacle between the agent’s starting

position and the resource. When placed on water, stones can be used to build a bridge.

Fitness is a discrete value from 0 to 4, determined by the number of RC worlds in

which the agent reaches the resource. Hence rewards are sparse, with no contribution
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to fitness from partly completing an environment by moving nearer to the resource or

building part of a bridge. Agents are evaluated first in a world with river width 0 (no

river), then 1, 2, and 3, stopping at first failure.

Figure 3.2: Neural Architecture for the RC Task. On the left, the decision
network controller. The output neurons are P = pick up/put down; R = resource; S
= stone; W = water; T = trap. The input neurons are G = grass; R = resource; S
= stone; W = water; T = trap. On the right, the shunting model a motion planning
model. Each neuron represents a possible state of the system and is connected to
a subset of it’s Moore neighbourhood; this subset is called the receptive field, and
represents all the states that are reachable from the current state.

3.2.1 The Decision Network (DN)

The DN is a standard feed-forward neural network. Topology consists of six inputs,

four hidden nodes and five outputs. Five inputs are binary to represent the presence

or absence of each object type (including one for grass) on the current agent’s position.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the relationship between the RC Task and neural
network. Attributes at the agent’s position determine inputs to the Decision Network.
Attributes of the RC World are converted to iota values via the Decision Network
outputs and mapped to the corresponding position of the attributes (2). This is a
static pre-processing stage to prepare the inputs for the Shunting Model. A 20x20
matrix of iotas are passed to the Shunting Model and activated (3). The activity
landscape is a visual representation of Shunting Model’s output after completion.
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The sixth input represents whether or not the agent is carrying a stone. Four outputs

correspond to the desirability of each object type and the fifth determines whether

the agent should pick up (positive output) or put down (negative output) a stone; the

architecture can be seen at figure 3.2. All hidden and output neurons use a hyperbolic

tangent activation function. Output values that are below, within, and above the range

[−0.3, 0.3] are converted to −1, 0, and 1 respectively. The normalised output values

from the DN are multiplied by 15 to supply numbers that indicate the desirability to

the agent of objects in each cell of the environment. We refer to these desirabilities

as iota values. Desirable objects refer to those that agents would like to traverse to,

undesirable objects are one in which agents seek to avoid.

3.2.2 The Shunting Model (SM)

The SM is a topographically-ordered neural network; mapping the environment domain

to discrete neuron positions in the network. The function is to produce a collision-free

trajectory between two positions in a dynamic two-dimensional environment. The

trajectory being a varying path that changes as the environment does. By following a

steepest gradient ascent rule, agents can maneuver to desirable locations while avoiding

undesirable objects. Each neuron in the neural network has only local connections to

its Moore neighbourhood. The trajectory is generated without explicitly optimising

any cost functions and without any learning processes.

First used in Meng and Yang [148], the SM was applied to real-time robotics to

solve maze-type problems by mapping the physical environment to positional neurons.
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Activity from desirable states propagates through the network to create an activity

landscape. The dynamic activity landscape is used to determine where the next robot

position is. Peaks form at objectives and troughs at undesirable positions. In the RC

Task, the input for the SM are the objects iota values produced via the DN and placed

in positions that topographically correlate to the RC world’s object positions. The

activity values are then produced by diffusing iota values via the following equation:

xnewi = min

(
1

8

∑
j∈Ni

[
xj

]+
+ Ii,max I

)
(3.1)

where xnewi is the activation of neuron i; Ii is the external input determined by the

iota value of the object present in cell i; Ni is the receptive field of i and maxi is the

maximum iota value (15). The receptive field represents all the states that are reachable

from the current state, in this case the cells in its Moore neighbourhood. Usually, the

receptive field is eight cells but boundary cells vary from three to five cells. Equation

3.1 is iterated fifty times to allow activity to propagate and stabilise across the 20x20

array of SM neurons, as shown in figure 3.4; the amount of times equation 3.1 is iterated

is dependent on the size of the RC World/configuration space. Agents move to the

neighbouring cell with highest activation (gradient ascent). Early RC implementations

of the SM used a real-time (differential) form of this update equation but in more recent

work the implementation has changed for simplicity and clarity while maintaining the

desired behaviour [222, 223]. This implementation keeps all weights static at 1
8 .
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Figure 3.4: Visual of activity landscape from iteration 1 to 50. From left to
right, vertically down, a snapshot is taken of the activity landscape at various iterations
of equation 3.1. Activity from desirable states propagates through the network to create
an activity landscape. Peaks form at objectives and troughs at undesirable positions.
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3.3 Arcade Learning Environment (ALE)

ALE is an evaluation platform that poses the challenge of building AI agents with

general-purpose competency across Atari 2600 games. Originally introduced by Belle-

mare et al. [13], ALE provides a standard interface in which agents provided with

raw pixel information choose an allowed action. Agents are provided no game-specific

information. The challenge is to find policies through a high-dimensional state rep-

resentation on a variety of tasks; evaluating the general-purpose competence of an

agent. As each game requires a different strategy, agents are able to be compared

and contrasted in where they excel or exhibit a weakness. For example, APE-X vastly

outperforms a majority of any counterpart strategies [99]. But, DQN [157], A3C [158]

Deep Neuroevolution [226], HyperNEAT [94], Evolutionary strategies [194] etc clash

from game to game for superior results. Atari games are free from experimenter’s bias,

in which a task has been constructed to demonstrate a specific behaviour. Instead,

the creation was intended as a human challenge, which in turn provides an interesting

comparison to human performance.

HyperNEAT was one of the first major successes in utilising the ALE platform.

This was later supplanted by the highly publicised DQN. DQN was the first algorithm

to achieve human-level control in a large fraction of Atari 2600 games; this architecture

can be seen in figure 3.5. Beyond this point, research remained largely with reinforce-

ment algorithms with a broad array of techniques, such as Gorila DQN [170], DDQN

[243], Prioritised DDQN [198], Dueling DDQN [249], A3C [158], NoisyNet [63], Dis-
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tributional DQN [14], QR-DQN [40], Rainbow [98], APE-X [99], IQN [41] etc. But,

with the introduction of deep neuroevolution and evolutionary strategies there was a

renewed interest in pursuing evolutionary techniques with large ConvNets. Especially

considering deep neuroevolution was achieved using a simple GA and not implementing

the breadth of performance improving techniques developed over the decades in low

dimensional NE domains, see chapter 2.

Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the convolutional neural network for
DQN in ALE. The input to the neural network consists of an 84x84x4 image produced
by the pre-processing mapw, followed by three convolutional layers (note: snaking blue
line symbolises sliding of each filter across input image) and two fully connected layers
with a single output for each valid action. Each hidden layer is followed by a rectifier
non linearity (that is, max(0, x)).
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Direct and Indirect Encoding

4.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the practicality of using NEAT and HyperNEAT as a solution for

motion planning at scalable environment sizes; in this specific instance, the replication

of SM behaviour (section 3.2.2). The RC Task has shown that when a hybrid neural

architecture is tasked with completing a sparse reward challenge, it is able to do so

while exhibiting difficult reactive and deliberate behaviours. This hybrid model relies

heavily on its motion planning system (the SM) with its behaviours produced via a

static equation. Therefore, the motion planning system is unaffected by an evolutionary

process and ultimately restrains the model to this specific domain, or tasks similar to

it. Yet, the behaviours produced via this model are desirable for other architectures,

and domains which require greater long term planning. The goal of this chapter is

to replace the static motion planning network with an evolvable solution (NEAT and

HyperNEAT) that can change the path planning behaviours to the domain. This will

be split into two sections, first scalability.
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Motion planning approaches like the SM (artificial potential fields) convert the

task environment, or physical space, into a configuration space, a finite virtual space.

This requires the utilisation of the entire environment for paths to be created between

any two points. For the RC Task, this will mean that the RC world will be the

configuration space and will be the input for the evolvable solutions. The output is

the same dimensionality as the input and creates a two dimensional space of gradients,

with peaks and valleys; this is referred to as the activity landscape. As a result, the size

of the RC world will be a contributing factor in the difficulty of this task; potentially

larger genomes and a need for greater deliberate path planning. Scalability focuses on

whether evolvable solutions can utilise an increasing input size to produce adequate

path planning to complete the task. In the original RC task, the world was a 20x20

discrete matrix, but before attempting this large input size, the task domain will be

reduced in complexity. The simplest possible RC world instance will be evaluated and

incrementally increased; all while monitoring agent’s performance. This will assess

whether our chosen methods (NEAT, HyperNEAT) are capable at scaling.

Next, the quality of the solutions will be an important consideration. If evolv-

able approaches are not meeting similar, or equal, standards compared to the static

approach they would not be adequate as replacements. The factors that will be con-

sidered are efficiency, training, and robustness. Training will be a comparison between

approaches as the SM does not undergo training, but both efficiency and robustness

can be compared to the static solution. Efficiency will express to what quality were the

motion planning solutions producing the shortest possible paths to complete the task
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in the same environment. For a successful RC Task solution, multiple different paths

are needed at various stages, especially during the bridge creation stage. Robustness

will express how successful each motion planning solution is on a variety of different

RC worlds. For an evolvable solution to be applicable both of these will be important

traits.

4.2 Experiment #1

In this initial work, NEAT and HyperNEAT will participate in an evolutionary process

to achieve motion planning behaviour that could be effective in a task that requires

long term deliberative planning (RC Task). The focus of these experiments is to assess

if either could scale a configuration space (input) to the original RC world size (20x20)

while still being effective at motion planning. NEAT and HyperNEAT evolve networks

that receive input as a representation of the current world state and output an activity

landscape; an identically sized space with gradients of peaks and valleys. The RC

Task is executed as laid out in section 3.2 and follows a gradient ascent rule on the

network’s output. Restrictions on the RC Task are laid out below; including how the

task world is able to scale and exclusion of the DN in the evolutionary process. To

be successful, networks must be able to create motion planning rules that complete

the RC world at its highest difficulty, in this case, building a connecting river of three

stones and reaching the resource. The evolutionary process of NEAT and HyperNEAT

remain the same as laid out in sections 2.1.5 and 2.2.6, respectively. Although, both
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have their own independent parameters which are explained in the sections below and

justifications for the parameters chosen for this experiment setup. Experiments have

10 evolutionary runs each for 200 generations, or until the highest fitness is achieved

(4.0).

4.2.1 Experiment Setup

RC Task

The focus of this experiment is replacing the SM from the RC Task; that is, a network

able to create pathways to desirable objects in a stochastic environment. For this

to be the focus, aspects of the RC Task are restricted. First, the DN will not be

included in the evolutionary process, instead, it will evolved to the fittest behaviour

with the original SM and remain at that state while NEAT and HyperNEAT evolve;

this is referred to as the pre-evolved DN. This is necessary as the DN dictates what

is desirable and undesirable in the environment. The correct iota values are necessary

for a motion planning network to complete the task domain. If they were to evolve

concurrently then focus is taken away from strictly motion planning, which is why only

the motion planning network (NEAT and HyperNEAT) will be evolved.

Next, the SM has the ability of obstacle avoidance but this is not a feature of this

network, instead, the focus is purely on the rudimentary behaviour of creating pathways

to desirable objects. As opposed to completely removing traps from the environment

they are mitigated. This has been decided for two reasons. First, the rudimentary
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behaviour of deliberate traversal to activity peaks is not yet known and should be the

focus before adding to task complexity. Secondly, both NEAT and HyperNEAT would

need further network considerations, such as topology or activation function changes.

(1) Activation functions would have to change to ReLU, which is not a common function

with standard NEAT and HyperNEAT approaches and (2) HyperNEAT would require

an addition of a hidden layer or separate inputs for negative and positive values. This

appears to be future consideration and out of the scope for this chapter. To mitigate

traps, a negative iota (−1) value will be applied to the activity landscape (the output

of NEAT and HyperNEAT) at the position of traps.

RC world size is the next contributing factor to performance. Each input of both

NEAT and HyperNEAT will be the configuration space of the RC world; configuration

space being the physical space translated to a finite virtual space. Each input cell

will map to discrete positions in the RC World. So, inputs are represented as two-

dimensional planes of two discrete integers (4x4,5x5,6x6 etc). The values passed to

the networks will be the iota values of each object in the environment, leaving a two-

dimensional matrix of 1s, 0s, and −1s. Direct encoding will see a square growth in the

initial genome size as the RC world grows. This is due to the genome containing each

weight for the network and connection size will grow by the square of input, this is

clearly illustrated in figure 4.2. Whereas, the genome in the indirect encoding method

will not scale; only the substrate size will require changing. To target this for analysis

the world will be incrementally scaled. Starting at the smallest possible size (4x4)

the world will increase towards the original size (20x20); Traps and Stones scale also.
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Agents will follow the highest activation neighbour in their Moore neighbourhood with

radius 1. This remains the same from the conventional RC Task and other HyperNEAT

implementations [93].

Fitness Function

The original fitness function used by Robinson et al. [192] (i.e. the number of RC worlds

in which the agent reaches the resource) is not a good assessment of the agent’s general

performance. As this work aims to find an SM replacement, general performance is a

core aim. Rather than the original fitness function (the number of RC worlds solved)

for greater granular feedback, the new fitness function uses the mean performance score

from 10 RC Task runs. Agents will have to consistently build bridges in different en-

vironments to survive. From a biological perspective, the task is now taking place in

a larger RC environment; with the 10 RC worlds being interactions within the larger

world. Also, greater fitness granularity allows the evolutionary process to exploit spe-

ciation; which both approaches use. By allowing 41 discrete fitness values, as opposed

to 5, individuals are able to form in species (section 2.1.5) which represent their general

performance and allow greater diversity in the population.

NEAT

Stanley et al. (2002) established the importance of an initial population of small fully

connected networks using NEAT. However, as the RC world sizes grow, there will
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the sandwich substrate. A single two-dimensional
sheet of neurons fully-connected to another two-dimensional sheet. Used as a common
HyperNEAT substrate.

be no apparent way to keep network size and connections size down. Other works

explored networks with no initial links, requiring mutations to form the network [252].

However, as the RC world increases, a non-connected network would require greater

link mutations in order for every cell to comprehensively communicate. So, for this

model, the initial population will continue to be fully connected. In some ways, this

approach is closer to a static ANN and does not exploit the properties of TWEANN.

However, NEAT has shown an ability to perform as a static ANN solution over standard

direct encoding methods. The topology will consist of a fully connected single layer,

including recursive links depending on the parameters chosen.

NEAT, and HyperNEAT, has over 30 parameters to adjust the evolutionary process.

These parameters encompass; all possible mutations; various crossover approaches and
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speciation options, such as threshold percentages. To rule out the possibility that

NEAT’s parameters are tuned incorrectly for this experiment, a broad set of four NEAT

parameters sets were chosen across the NEAT package suite, which have shown success

in other challenging tasks. Each includes unique traits. Around 60% of the parameters

in each set are equal, notably producing identical parameters for crossover, though the

sets differ in their approach to topology mutation, weight mutation, speciation, and

population size. Below are the key differences between each strategy:

• NEAT01 - Small population. A focus on weight optimisation rather than topol-

ogy.

• NEAT02 - Large population with large number of species.

• NEAT03 - Large population with small number of species.

• NEAT04 - Small population. Small Mutation Rates. Significantly smaller drop-

off age than NEAT01.

Above highlights the main comparative differences between the data sets. The

full list of parameters differences can be seen in table 4.1 with an explanation of the

parameter’s function.

HyperNEAT

HyperNEAT uses two networks, a CPPN and a substrate. The CPPN encodes the

connectivity pattern of the substrate. The substrate is an ANN whose nodes simulate
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NEAT Parameters 01 02 03 04 Explanation
weigh_power 2.5 1.8 1 1 Power of a link weight mutation
mutdiff_ coeff 2 3 7 2 Coefficient for mutation differ-

ences for speciation
compat_ thresh 3 4 9 3 Threshold for the genotypes the

same species based on the com-
patibility number

survival _thresh .2 .4 .4 .2 Percentage of a species popula-
tion that reproduce

mutate_link_weights .9 .8 .8 .8 Probability to mutate link
weights

mutate_toggle_enable 0 .1 0 0 Probability to toggle genes on or
off

mutate_gene_reenable 0 .05 0 0 Probability to find the first dis-
abled gene and enable it

mutate_add_node .0025 .01 .01 .0025 Probability to mutate genome by
adding a node

mutate_add_link .1 .3 .3 .1 Probability to mutate the
genome by adding a new link
between two random Nodes

recur .2 .05 .05 .05 Convert a link to a recurrent link
interspecies_mate_rate .05 .001 .01 .001 Probability to mate outside of

species, with a bias towards bet-
ter species

pop_size 256 1000 1000 256 Population Size
dropoff_age 1000 15 15 15 Dropoff age dictates when stag-

nation has taken place in the pop-
ulation by comparing the number
of generations since the previous
fittest individual. If beyond this
parameter species are consisered
dying and offspring will not be
given to that species.

Table 4.1: Parameter differences for each NEAT experiment set. Each param-
eter is explained on the right hand column.
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Figure 4.2: Visual example NEAT & HyperNEAT’s topology for various
RC world sizes. NEAT’s topology may change throughout the evolutionary
process.

a coordinate system to represent the topology. The substrate design is important to

the performance of HyperNEAT, but general-purpose substrate designs have proven

successful in a variety of different task domains [32]. The sandwich substrate is one

highlighted in existing literature; this is a single two dimensional sheet of neurons

fully-connected to another two-dimensional sheet; can be seen at figure 4.1. It has

been used successfully in locomotion tasks in which there is no obvious geometric

relationship between sensor positions and substrate inputs [32, 130]. To avoid the bias

of expert domain knowledge, this work uses the sandwich substrate with 20x20 input

and output layers. Additionally, links with weight values less than 0.2 or greater than

-0.2 are retained to allow greater nuances in the encoding pattern; previously these

were discarded.

HyperNEAT’s parameters have been found vital for tuning [213]; however, the pa-

rameters within the original package for Checkers, Go, and Robot Arm remain similar

with only the topological mutation rate and population size deviating for each experi-
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Figure 4.3: Neural architecture for experiment #1 & #2. Attributes at the
agent’s position determine inputs to the Decision Network. Attributes of the RC
World are converted to iota values via the Decision Network outputs and mapped
to the corresponding position of the attributes (2). This is a static pre-processing
stage to prepare the inputs for the NEAT/HyperNEAT. A 20x20 matrix of iotas are
passed to the NEAT/HyperNEAT and activated (3). The activity landscape is a visual
representation of NEAT/HyperNEAT’s output after completion.
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ment. These experiments are distinctively different in what they are trying to achieve

in their task domain. The robot arm experiment models the kinematics and dynam-

ics of a two-dimensional muscular hydrostat as a chain of quadrilateral polygons with

fixed area connected to a fixed base [257]. Inputs are provided via sensors that infer

the position of each segment relative to a target. The goal is to reduce the distance to

the target; with training reaching the smallest distance within 3000 generations and

16 arm segments. Checkers [66] and Go [67] both share an identical substrate, yet

are both able to adapt to each domains rules. Go, winning 8 out of 10 games on a

5x5 board, and 6 out of 10 on 7x7 after 100 generations. And Checkers, achieving an

average of 60% of wins on a 8x8 board. Each experiment has found success in their

domains and therefore, without specialist knowledge on tuning parameters, the default

parameters should offer no resistance in HyperNEAT achieving a general close repre-

sentation of what it can achieve overall. As tasks become more complex, the original

packages seem to favour a lower than average topological mutation rate (0.05%) and a

large population size (1000); these changes will be used in this work.

Finally, HyperNEAT is used in this work over the more advanced HybrID and

ES-HyperNEAT, due to this task’s requirements. Until recent extensions to HybrID,

which uses both direct and indirect encoding, a pre-known evolutionary generation

was required to switch encoding strategy once performance had plateaued [97]; domain

specific knowledge, such as this, will be avoided in this work. ES-HyperNEAT is only

applicable for networks with hidden layers, which this task does not require, due to

the theoretical simplicity of a successful encoding pattern.
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Table 4.2: Possible activation functions
Type Equation
Sigmoid f (x) = 1

1+e−x

Sinusoid f (x) = sin(x)

Gaussian f (x) = ae
−
(x−b)2

2c2 a, b, and c are constants
Identity f (x) = (x)

Figure 4.4: NEAT, HyperNEAT, and Random mean fitness on various RC
world sizes. Fitness is taken from fittest individuals from twenty-five evolutionary
runs of the RC Task. Error bars represent standard deviations. Fitness is the mean
score over 10 RC Task worlds.

4.2.2 Results

Figure 4.4 compares the fittest individuals of all approaches obtained from twenty-five

evolutionary runs. The scores show the mean fitness of the fittest individuals in each
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run. The results shown are taken from RC world 4x4 to 10x10. A negative correlation

can be seen in all NEAT approaches as the world size increases. Using a Two-Sample

t-test (P < 0.001) between NEAT and Random, all NEAT parameters achieve a sta-

tistically significant difference in smaller world sizes (4x4 and 5x5). However, as the

world size increases, each NEAT parameter set becomes indistinguishable from Ran-

dom. This persists until 10x10 in which Random then takes a statistical advantage.

In contrast, HyperNEAT was able to consistently find a behaviour that could achieve

the highest fitness in every run on each world size up to 20x20, not displayed in Figure

4.4.

To analyse the most successful networks further, training continued on 4x4 until

there were 10 successfully trained networks that were able to complete RC world at river

width 3; the results can be seen in table 4.3. The features of the evolutionary process are

captured as mean averages and all sets of 10 runs undergo a two sample t-test. When

referring to significance the p value between sets were below 0.05. Observing the data

in table 4.3 and the parameter differences at table 4.1, ‘dropoff_age’ and ‘pop_size’

appear to have the most impact on how evolutionary features appear. First, the focus

will be on topological growth, which is additional topology features added after the

initial genome (node and links).

Each parameter set saw no significant difference in additional links created; all av-

eraging around 26-38 per successful solution. It might be expected for NEAT02 and

NEAT03 to produce a greater amount of links due to the higher ‘mutate_add_link’

variable. The lack of significant difference is likely tied to the statistical similarity of the
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Mean Average P Value
NEAT 1 2 3 4 Node
Node 1 2.4 3.3 1.6 1 2 3 4
Links 30.9 30.7 37.9 26.2 1 0.031429 0.000954 0.000954
Age 335.7 7.1 9.2 12 2 0.031429 0.286801 0.250205
Generations 474.1 93.7 129 118.9 3 0.000954 0.286801 0.013225
Species Num 180.8 793.3 523.1 243.1 4 0.000954 0.250205 0.013225

Links
1 2 3 4

1 0.972788 0.207682 0.347504
2 0.972788 0.332344 0.521124
3 0.207682 0.332344 0.089649
4 0.347504 0.521124 0.089649

Age
1 2 3 4

1 <.00001 <.00001 <.00001
2 <.00001 0.433538 0.099622
3 <.00001 0.433538 0.291547
4 <.00001 0.099622 0.291547

Generations
1 2 3 4

1 <.00001 <.00001 <.00001
2 <.00001 0.117403 0.298518
3 <.00001 0.117403 0.660978
4 <.00001 0.298518 0.660978

Species
1 2 3 4

1 <.00001 <.00001 0.041188
2 <.00001 0.003748 <.00001
3 <.00001 0.003748 0.000449
4 0.041188 <.00001 0.000449

Table 4.3: Table consists of 10 RC world runs at 4x4 size with each NEAT parameter
set. The first table shows the mean of successful network solutions and their evolu-
tionary features. This consists of; the number of additional nodes added; additional
links added; the age of the species the network was within; a number of generations it
took to obtain a solution and the number of species recorded through the evolutionary
process. The remaining tables show p-values from comparisons of each parameter set’s
evolutionary features. Those in bold are statistically significant (p <0.05).
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number of generations between NEAT02, NEAT03, NEAT03 not allowing enough evo-

lutionary time to see divergent topologies. This, however, does not apply to NEAT01

which saw a statistically higher number of generations to find successful solutions. This

is linked to NEAT01s much higher parameter for ‘dropoff_age’ ; which dictates when

stagnation has taken place in the population by comparing the number of generations

since the previous fittest individual. As a result, NEAT01’s initial species are extremely

improbable to die out due to the high drop off age being 1000 and generations to find

a successful solution averaging around 474.1. Coupled with a much higher likelihood

to have an inter-species crossover (interspecies_mate_rate) topologies similar to the

original will propagate throughout the evolutionary process. NEAT01 leaning towards

topologies with fewer nodes can also be explained by the bias towards weight optimisa-

tion in the parameter set; with the highest parameter value for ‘mutate_link_weights’

and having the lowest for parameters which would cause topological mutation; ‘mu-

tate_add_node’, ‘mutate_add_link’ and ‘recur’.

The number of species generated sums the amount of new species created through

the evolutionary process. Counting species is a loose metric of how diverse the popu-

lation was through evolutionary training; the metric is loose as each set has different

parameters for ‘compat_thresh’ and ‘mutdiff_coef ’ which would affect how each set

defines a species. Each parameter set saw a statistical difference to species generated

compared to each other. A factor to take into account, with repeated runs of the same

parameter, a correlation emerges between greater generations and greater numbers of

species generated. So, comparing parameter sets is not a direct relationship, however,
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we can find some interesting observations. NEAT01 has a significantly lower number

of new species despite having a significantly higher average generation count compared

to other approaches. This again is due to the higher ‘dropoff_age’ and reinforces what

was stated earlier about a lack of diversity in the evolutionary process. NEAT02 and

NEAT03 see a much higher sum of species due to the greater population of nearly four

times that of NEAT01, NEAT04. The larger ‘compat_thresh’ in NEAT03 seems to

explain the difference between the two sets as this would allow much larger differences

in genotypes being part of the same species. NEAT04 displays, again, how a smaller

population size creates less opportunities for diversity in the population. Yet, NEAT04

produced the best results of the parameters sets for worlds 4x4, 5x5, and 6x6. For this

particular experiment, a reduced age drop off and reduced population appear to be the

apt approach. This can only be deduced for smaller RC world sizes and beyond that

direct encoding does not seem appropriate for this task.

4.2.3 Discussion

This chapter found that NEAT was unable to produce the fittest behaviour in the RC

task consistently, even at the smallest world size. As world sizes increased the fitness

decreased until agents could not make it past the first RC world. On the other hand,

HyperNEAT was successful for all RC sizes and did so consistently. The scalability

of indirect encoding is a known benefit but due to the success of smaller world sizes

also suggests that HyperNEAT inherently has greater beneficial attributes for motion

planning. This will be analysed in greater detail in the next chapter.
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Scalability is already a known issue with fully connected direct encoding methods.

There could be a suggestion that the incorrect architecture was used here. For example,

with the game Go, NEAT used a roving eye technique which would limit inputs to a

specific section instead of the entire board [218]. However, something like a roving eye

creates behaviours that would focus only on the immediate neighbourhood. Although

this may be a flexible solution for the agent to show reactive behaviour (i.e moving

away from traps), agents wouldn’t be aware of objects at a distance (i.e. the resource).

Furthermore, NEAT was unable to produce appropriate motion planning at relatively

small world sizes of 12 maximum cell positions, where HyperNEAT was successful.

So rather than just scalability, NEAT’s problem with motion planning may be due

to the lack of weight patterns that exploit regularity and repetition. It could also be

attributed that mutations would take generations to exhibit meaningful change, as it

would be based on a node by node basis. A change in the CPPN in HyperNEAT allows

a dramatically different weight matrix on the substrate via single mutation.

4.3 Experiment #2

The following experiment will be similar to the previous section (section 4.2) with four

key changes:

1. The size of the RC world will remain at the original 20x20 as in Robinson et al..

2. The original and updated fitness function (section 4.2) will be evaluated together.

Originally being the fitness over 4 RC Task worlds, the fitness modification being
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the mean of 40 RC worlds.

3. Agents that achieve the highest fitness will be simulated through a Robustness

Test; which simulates agents through 104 static RC world configurations with all

river width sizes. This task assesses the agent’s general performance.

4. Two CPPN input variations will be simulated. Standard CPPN inputs for the

majority of HyperNEAT experiments include x1, x2, y1, y2, and a bias. The x

and y positions are referencing the position in a 2-D plane of the input neuron and

output neuron in the substrate. The input for these neurons are the normalised

value of each neuron’s position in the substrate. Delta inputs (x1 - x2) (y1 - y2)

are included in certain experiments which allow patterns to emerge from relative

distances. Delta may aid in the SM’s reliance on relative patterns, as activity

values degrade greater the further away from a desirable object they are.

A comparison between delta and non-delta will reveal whether distance informa-

tion yields benefits in this task, or if absolute inputs can achieve the same quality

results, as seen in other work [65].

4.3.1 Results

For each HyperNEAT approach, twenty-five evolutionary runs for 200 generations were

carried out on the RC Task. Each approach is separated with the use of a fitness

modifier and delta inputs. Each method is named as follows:

• F-D: Fitness Modification with Delta inputs
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• F-nD: Fitness Modification without Delta inputs

• nF-D: No Fitness Modification with Delta inputs

• nF-nD: No Fitness Modification without Delta inputs

The goal is to assess performance of each approach comparatively and against the

SM with a focus on general-purpose performance. Figure 4.6 demonstrates this with an

overview of a population’s performance over generations using the original RC fitness

function and the fitness modification (section 4.2).

Scores for the fittest individuals from all the evolutionary runs were collected and

aggregated, as shown in figure 4.5. From this graph every run was able to solve the

highest level of difficulty the RC Task requires, and maintain it. Each delta counterpart

saw some statistical advantage in early generations over the non-delta inputs (p <

Figure 4.5: Mean fitness of the fittest individuals from twenty-five evolution-
ary runs of the RC Task. Error bars can be seen at each point of fitness and
represents standard deviations; some error bars are obscured by the data points.
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0.05), but this fluctuated each generation and by the 123rd generation there was no

statistically significant difference between strategies.

The fittest agents from each run were evaluated in the Robustness Test:

д(G,n) =

104∑
i=1

f (Ein,G)

104
(4.1)

where д represents the fitness function of the robustness test, taking a genotype

(G) to evaluate and river size (n). f is the fitness function of the task, which takes RC

world (E) with appropriate river size (n). 104 is for the static RC world configurations.

Comparing figure 4.5 and 4.7, it demonstrates that training performance does not

translate to general-purpose performance. RC worlds with river width 0 and 1 achieved

a consistent completion (93-94%) with the fitness modification, with and without delta.

Whereas, the original fitness function’s performance saw a larger deviation and spread

across a lower completion range (80-87%). Then, RC worlds with river width 2 see

a drop in performance on all approaches, and a subsequent drop at river width 3.

Table 4.3.1 displays the p values from a two sample t-test between delta and non delta

approaches. When using the fitness modification, delta inputs provide a significantly

higher completion percentage during the more complicated RC worlds (river width

2 & 3). All approaches with the fitness modification saw a statistically significant

advantage, compared to their counterparts without.

Evolutionary runs were extended to higher generations to assess if fitness had

plateaued in general-purpose performance. This is due to the fact that in figure 4.5
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(a) Original RC Fitness Function (b) Fitness Modification

Figure 4.6: Representation of HyperNEAT’s fitness score in a population
without (a) and with (b) the fitness modification.. The fitness modification
being the mean of 10 RC world runs. Simulated over 200 generations, a maximum
fitness of 4 and population size of 1000.

Figure 4.7: Completion rates of Robustness Test, using each HyperNEAT
approach. Individuals simulated are the fittest at generation 200 from all runs, twenty-
five evolutionary runs, per approach, per river width. Error bars represent standard
deviations.

we see fitness maintaining a high level of consistency in training to achieve fitness 4,

however figure 4.7 shows this does not translate to general performance. By extending

the runs, gains may be achieved in general performance that is not visible in training
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Figure 4.8: Completion rates of Robustness Test at river width 3 using Hy-
perNEAT with and without the fitness modification. Twenty-five evolutionary
runs, per approach, for 500 generations. Error bars represent standard deviations.

Two Sample T-Test (p values)
River 0 River 1 River 2 River 3

F-D
F-nD 0.8902 0.809 0.01796 0.002184

nF-D
nF-nD 0.01862 0.806 0.5363 0.3156

Table 4.4: p values from two sample t-tests between CPPN delta and non-
delta approaches in RC Robustness Test. The original fitness function and fitness
modification are used. Individuals simulated are the fittest at generations 200.

performance. Figure 4.8 displays the mean completion in the Robustness Test at river

width 3 with an extension to 500 generations. Performance for each fitness function ap-

pears to stay relatively consistent with results achieved at the original generation 200.

However, the fittest individual achieved its highest performing completion at genera-

tion 356 and after 300+ generations the performance appears less volatile than in the

preceding generations. The original fitness function appears noisy in general-purpose
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performance. In contrast, the fitness modification can produce greater consistency at

a higher completion rate and in turn produced the fittest individual.

Individuals with high completion percentages in the Robustness Test produced sim-

ilar functioning activity landscapes. However, none resembled the SM. Figure 4.9 shows

an example of activity landscapes produced by an individual with a 95.9% completion

on the Robustness Test at river width 3. Agents which require stones are directed south

of the river by the activity landscape. Once a stone is carried, agents are directed to

the furthest north position with a peak at the resource’s location. This forces the agent

north until interaction with the river, at which point the stone is placed upon the river.

Agents will then again return south to acquire stones, and continue until a bridge is

complete.

(a) RC World (b) Holding Stone (c) Stones Only (d) Resource only

Shunting Model

HyperNEAT

Figure 4.9: RC worlds (below) with their corresponding activity landscapes
(above). Each activity landscape is produced by the fittest individual in the Robust-
ness Test with the Shunting Model and HyperNEAT.
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4.3.2 Discussion

No HyperNEAT implementation could produce the same quality of deliberate, robust

motion planning when compared to the SM at any river size. Solutions at river width

0 and 1 produce relatively consistent results, but a performance degradation occurs at

river width 2 and there is a further drop at river width 3. Beyond river width 1 the task

requires new behaviours: such as; the deliberate movement from river to stone after a

stone placement and constructing a connecting bridge. Each increment in river width

correlates to the need for greater sophistication in both these behaviours. Therefore,

the drop in performance suggests HyperNEAT solutions lack these deliberate plan-

ning skills. However, practical HyperNEAT implementations are possible. Individuals

with the fitness modification and delta inputs were found achieving 90%+ RC world

completions on the most difficult tasks.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 shows that the fitness modification provides superior general-

purpose performance. The modification allows the obvious benefit of multi-performance

feedback. Figure 4.6 also shows the benefit during training. In comparison, the original

RC fitness function only provides five fitness states for diversity to occupy. A relatively

large amount of the population then remains at fitness 0 throughout. The fitness modi-

fier provides a larger impact overall when compared to the delta counterpart. However,

when used in combination there is a statistical advantage in the more difficult tasks.

Delta inputs and the fitness modification show an advantage at river width 2 and

3, as seen in table 4.3.1. At these river widths, agents require greater deliberative
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behaviour. The benefits of deltas may be related to creating relational patterns around

activated inputs, therefore providing contextual awareness of nearby objects such as

stones. Figure 4.10 shows how a highly robust CPPN utilised the delta inputs. Absolute

inputs could theoretically also achieve these patterns, albeit at greater difficulty and

evolutionary cost. However, just how deltas provide an advantage is not clear from

observing successful activity landscapes, as solutions appear to rely on linear patterns.

B X1Y1

X2

Y2

DX

DY

O

Figure 4.10: Illustration of a highly robust CPPN for the RC Task. Where
X1,X2,Y1 and Y2 represent their appropriate inputs; DX and DY represent deltas for
x and y, respectively; B represents the bias and O is the output. Activation functions
include sigmoid, sinusoid, gaussian, and identity.

Successful HyperNEAT solutions exhibit a ‘funnelling’ type behaviour that was

proven reliable for general-purpose performance on the Robustness Test, as shown in
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4.3. Experiment #2

figure 4.9. At the simplest interpretation, an agent will move north or south depending

on whether a stone is being held. Figure 4.9 (a and c) shows that when stones are

desirable evolution has discovered being south of the river is beneficial for locating

stones. The highest activation points are those furthest south. Once a stone is placed

on the river and another has to be collected, the further south an agent moves the

greater its likelihood of interacting with another stone. Figures 4.9 (b and d) show

how an agent will traverse to the resource once a stone is obtained. Despite positive

general-purpose results on river widths 0 and 1, there is a problem in practice, as agents’

movement lack the compelling behaviours of believable, deliberate motion planning

required for robust performance on wider rivers.

Agents take complex, longer paths to stones in the RC world while ignoring those

in their immediate neighbourhood. This can lower agents’ success due to their 100

steps limit, but more importantly it appears to show a lack of intelligent or deliberate

decision-making. This is most common after the completion of a bridge, since agents

will proceed back to a stone before obtaining the resource. In comparison, the SM

produces a local activity field around the resource that allows agents to proceed toward

it once the bridge is complete. Agents from the RC 3D simulation in Stanton and

Channon are able to exhibit life-like responses, due to their reaction to the activity

space [222], which observers have described as resembling surprise, confusion, and even

happiness. HyperNEAT’s fittest model may lose these subtle behaviours if it were to

replace the SM in the RC 3D system.
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4.4 Conclusion

This chapter demonstrates HyperNEAT’s capability to produce feasible deliberate and

robust motion planning, but, for this task, not to the quality of a pre-designed solution.

The chapter’s preliminary experiment was designed to examine the performance of both

direct and indirect encoding on producing scalable motion planning using a form of

artificial potential fields. NEAT was shown that in any form, it would not be capable

of producing the motion planning this task requires. This is apparent by NEAT losing

statistical significance to a random matrix of values as the world size increased. Also,

NEAT was achieving inconsistent results at very small environment sizes (4x4). So,

NEAT will not be utilised further and did not make it to experiments on the original

RC world size (20x20). However, HyperNEAT showed promise by achieving the highest

possible fitness in all RC world sizes consistently; including the original RC world size.

A new experiment setup was established to further analyse HyperNEAT’s per-

formance in producing motion planning. These further results were achieved using

a general-purpose HyperNEAT configuration with no problem-specific aspects of the

network design. The performance maintained a great level of consistency (90%+) in lo-

cating the resource and simple bridge-building with a multi-evaluation fitness function,

shown in figure 4.7. Mean performance drops to a respectable level (80%) at the most

difficult deliberate task, but individuals can still be found 3-4% below the performance

of the SM, as shown in figure 4.8. This chapter also demonstrates the importance of

relative distance information in producing greater general-purpose solutions at more
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difficult deliberate tasks.

However, HyperNEAT contains caveats which means that it will no longer be pur-

sued for the RC task. Firstly, HyperNEAT is dropping a noticeable percentage in ro-

bustness before the introduction of more significant challenges such as; the avoidance

of traps and training the DN simultaneously. Next, due to the way the genome creates

weights for the substrate, a second evolutionary process would be needed to simply

evolve the DN. Although it would be ideal to solve the task with a single network, at

this stage, we do not see an obvious solution. Therefore, we shall incrementally move

towards the goal. Incremental changes require the use of the DN, as a replacement SM

only operates with the pre-processing stage of the DN. So instead, a solution which

utilises a single genome which controls all networks will be advantageous at this stage.

The next chapter will introduce a novel use of recurrency in a convolution network in

an attempt to overcome these hurdles.
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5| Evaluating Motion Planning with

a Recurrent Convolutional Network

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a new solution is conceived to overcome the issues experienced in mo-

tion planning with HyperNEAT. Although HyperNEAT was able to produce a motion

planning system that could complete the RC task at its most difficult challenge, it was

not as robust as the original static solution (the SM); robustness being how well the

solution adapts to general environments. This is before the more difficult task of in-

cluding the DN into the evolutionary process. As a result, HyperNEAT does not seem

suitable as a replacement for the SM. Instead, this chapter will introduce a novel sys-

tem using ConvNet; taking inspiration from deep ConvNets, which in recent years have

demonstrated that advanced behaviours are obtainable without careful engineering and

considerable domain expertise.

ConvNet’s kernel focuses on local areas of an input feature and mimics the SM’s

reliance on local connections. The ConvNet architecture presented here is unorthodox

as instead of multiple layers of convolution, this architecture aims to achieve this in
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one layer with the use of recurrent links. Convolution applies as in any other standard

ConvNet, but the original feature will continually be incorporated back into the result

with the use of the recurrent links. So, the only evolvable aspect of the model is the

kernel weights. The kernel iteratively scans across the input multiple times and the

output represents an activity landscape for the RC Task. A reason that kernels are a

beneficial aspect of ConvNets is that it condenses the genotype to a small static value

which would not increase with the input layer size; which is an issue with a standard

ANN (section 4.2.2). Further, the use of a single kernel shares a single rule on how

values in the input disperse from local areas which is similar to the SM with its localised

static connections.

Finally, the output of the ConvNet is required to keep the same spatial size as the

input, by using a single layer with recurrent connections it is not necessary to create

multiple layers of same spatially sized convolutional layers. This would cause a greater

number of kernels, which in turn causes a larger genotype and potentially conflicting

rules in the way kernels create pathways in the activity landscape. In this chapter,

reactive behaviour is incorporated into motion planning by allowing obstacle avoidance;

this was averted in previous models due to the complexity. Obstacle avoidance is an

agent’s ability to avoid harmful objects in the environment while traversing to positive

ones. This will be evaluated with a simple GA, not utilising the more complex and

beneficial diversity mechanisms that was discussed in chapter 2.
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5.2 Experimental Setup

In these experiments, the functionality of the traditional shunting equation was re-

placed with a shallow ConvNet architecture; in which a single layer and single kernel

are used. As in the last chapter, this network will replace the SM to produce an output

that forms an activity landscape that an agent can traverse to achieve long term de-

liberate motion planning. Two sets of experiments were carried out for 100 runs. The

first evolved the DN while the SM remains static. Next, the ConvNet-SM was evolved

with a static DN; the static DN was pre-evolved to achieve the highest fitness on the

RC Task with the original SM [192].

5.2.1 RC Task

The RC Task contains the same alterations in previous chapters [107]. So, fitness ag-

gregates over 10 RC Task attempts and successful agents are subject to the Robustness

Test. This simulates agents through 104 static RC world configurations with a river

width of 3, the most difficult type of world this task offers.

5.2.2 Network Architecture

The architecture introduced in this chapter replaces the SM from Robinson et al. [192]

with a single layer ConvNet with recurrent connections, see figure 5.1. The ConvNet

uses a 3x3 kernel with a stride of 1 and padding of 1, to synchronously update activities

in the same layer. After each convolution iteration ReLU applies across the layer. ReLU
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Figure 5.1: Neural architecture for the RC Task with recurrent ConvNet.
Attributes at the agent’s position (g=grass, r=resource, s=stone, w=water, t=trap,
c=carrying) determine inputs to the Decision Network. Attributes of the RC World
are converted to iota values via the Decision Network outputs and mapped to the
corresponding position of the attributes. This is a static pre-processing stage to prepare
the inputs for the ConvNet. A 20x20 array of iotas are passed to the ConvNet layer. A
3x3 kernel is passed across the layer to perform recurrent convolution, synchronously
updating activities in the same layer. The network is activated a fixed number of
times. At each activation the kernel appends the previous output from the kernel to
the current DN output. The activity landscape is a visual representation of the output
after completion. Links in red represent evolvable weights.
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typically learns much faster in networks with many layers, shown in [68], which is not

relevant due to our networks size. However for this experiment, the ReLU has the

added benefit of replicating the shunting equation’s ability to propagate only positive

values. Each update, the original iota values at iteration 0 are incorporated back into

the 20x20 output of the ConvNet via an identity kernel passthrough. This retains the

positions of the original iota values, while propagating activity values across the layer

via multiple activations. The input values are referred to as iotas, but after activation,

the output values are referred to as activity values; to represent the activity landscape

the values represent.

The activity landscape can only function if the ConvNet’s output resembles the

same dimensions as the input. Thus, the lack of pooling and use of padding is necessary

in order for the output to remain the same spatial size. At each time-step the network

incorporates the current agent cell to inform the desirable and undesirable objects in

the landscape. The network initialises each world step and then activates multiple times

via a fixed iteration number. The RC world size instructs the iteration number value;

for this work the value is 50. The ConvNet output represents the activity landscape.

In the landscape, an agent follows the activation of its highest surrounding neighbour

(gradient ascent). The genotype sizes for the DN and ConvNet-SM configurations

are 44 and 9 respectively. The DN’s topology is described in section 3.2.1, and the

ConvNet-SM evolvable weights are each position in the 3x3 kernel. All weights are

bound between −1 to 1. This process can be described in the following equations:

In terms of activities:
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Gnew [m,n] =
∑
j

∑
k

(д[j,k]e(I [m + j,n + k]) + h[j,k]f (G[m + j,n + k))

regular
convolution

recurrent
convolution

(5.1)

In terms of output o and p:

o[x,y] = e(I [x,y]) pnew [x,y] = f (G[x,y])

pnew [x,y] = f (
∑
j

∑
k

(д[j,k]o(m + j,n + k) + h[j,k]p[m + j,n + k])) (5.2)

where I and G are activity values, I from input and G being the recurrent layer; e

and f activation functions, Identity and ReLU respectively; e(I ) and f (G) are output

values (i.e the activity values after activation functions are applied), and stored in o

and p; д and h are kernels, where h is the kernel with evolvable weights and д is the

identity kernel (i.e. all values 0, except the centre value of 1); j and k being the row

and column of the filter size; m, n, x and y are row and column values. A visualisation

of this process can be seen in Figure 5.2. The inputs for the kernel are unbounded (i.e

(−∞,∞)).

5.2.3 Genetic Algorithm (GA)

This model uses an extremely simple GA with a population of 100 individuals, rep-

resenting neural network weights. In each generation, every individual’s performance

on the RC Task is assigned a fitness value. Elitism is applied, storing 10% of the

fittest individuals for the next generation. The remaining population is generated via
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single-point crossover and mutation, with parents selected at random from the previous

generation. Each off springs genome has a 25% chance of mutating a single parameter

with an additive Gaussian noise value. Once the highest fitness has been achieved

evolution is stopped and the agent is evaluated on the Robustness Test. If an agent

does not achieve the highest fitness it is considered a failed attempt.

Figure 5.2: A visual example of the recurrent convolution process. The input
to the network consists of an 1 x 6 x 6 image followed by a recurrent convolutional
layer containing a 3 x 3 kernel. At each iteration the kernel is applied to each cell in
the input (a stride of 1 and padding are used to match the input to output). Each
iteration, the original iota values at iteration 0 are incorporated back into the 20x20
output of the ConvNet via an identity kernel passthrough.
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5.3 Results

100 runs for 104 generations were carried out with each strategy on the RC Task.

During training, if agents were unable to complete all 10 RC Tasks to its most difficult

behaviour they failed the run.

• Static-SM - where the DN evolves and the SM follows the shunting equation.

• ConvNet-SM - where the DN is pre-evolved and the SM evolves via the kernel

of the ConvNet. The static DN was pre-evolved to achieve the highest fitness on

the RC Task with the original SM [192].

Set Best Worst Mean Stdev Success
Static-SM 1 138 43.58 30.73 100%

ConvNet-SM 43 4146 845.59 845.11 100%

Table 5.1: Best, worst, and mean number of generations required to complete
the RC Task. Completion is defined by any agent’s ability to complete the RC Task
at the hardest difficulty 10 times.

Table 5.1 demonstrates that every strategy was able to complete the RC Task

to the highest level of difficulty. As previously established, Static-SM achieved the

highest standard of reactive and deliberative behaviours in all runs, this is also true for

ConvNet-SM; both achieve 100% success in every run. However, all evolvable motion

planning strategies on average took more generations to find a successful solution.

Agents that achieved completion during each run were evaluated in the Robust-

ness Test with river width 3. This simulates agents through 104 static RC world
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configurations. Agents performance on this test represents their ability to adapt to

general-purpose environments. Figure 5.3 presents these results as well as those from

the HyperNEAT architecture used in the previous chapter [107]. HyperNEAT and

ConvNet-SM both utilise the same pre-evolved DN for direct comparison.

All strategies are statistically distinguishable from each other in their general-

purpose completion ratings, established via a two-sample t-test with p values less than

0.05. Static-SM still provides the most consistent results. ConvNet-SM provides com-

parable results with only a slight increase in mid-spread and a slightly lower average

of 98.97% vs the 99.96% of Static-SM. In the same task ConvNet-SM exhibits greater

performance compared to HyperNEAT.

Another appealing aspect of the shunting equation is the efficiency of agents’ move-
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Figure 5.3: Completion percentage of Robustness Test across all strategies
aggregated over 100 runs each.
(Static-SM = static shunting model. ConvNet-SM = evolvable shunting model.)
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ment, wherein agents move to the closest desirable object. As established previously,

without efficient movement the actions of agents can seem undeliberate and unintelli-

gent. So, the new architecture has to be evaluated in this area. The age of an agent

after completion of an RC world is a good metric for judging how efficient an agent

traverses the environment. Figure 5.4 aggregates the average age of agents after the

completion of an RC world on the Robustness Test. Results are limited to those that

achieved 98% or above on the RC Robustness Test. Restricting to high completions

provides an accurate comparison between results. HyperNEAT was not included as no

runs achieved a completion percentage above 98%. As seen in figure 5.4, the Static-SM

stays consistent with an average age of 45.2. Yet, the ConvNet-SM is able to produce

a lower average of 43.43. Via a two-sample t-test, results show a statistical significance

of ConvNetSM over the Static-SM (p < 0.05) in their ages on the Robustness test.

40
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A
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Figure 5.4: Mean age of agents after a successful RC world completion in the
Robustness Test. All strategies are showing results from agents with 98% completion
or higher in the Robustness Test.
(Static-SM = static shunting model. ConvNet-SM = evolvable shunting model.)
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ConvNet-SM also has a lower spread than the Static-SM but only the Static-SM was

able to achieve the lowest average age of 33.05.

Figure 5.5 provides a representation of the activity landscapes of Static-SM and

ConvNet-SM on the same RC world. An example was purposely chosen in which the

ConvNet-SM has an age advantage over the Static-SM; this was done to provide context

to the improved average age. Viewing the RC world after completion of the Static-SM

shows two attempts at a connecting bridge. In motion, agents using Static-SM locate

stones close to the river and prematurely place the stone while traversing forward. This

is due to the shunting equation forcing agents forward without enough room to return

to the centre of the river. If stones are further from the river agents funnel to the centre,

as can be seen in the activity landscape when an agent is holding the stone. This is

evident again when comparing stone locations from Static-SM to ConvNet-SM; those

closest to the river in Static-SM have been used to attempt an unsuccessful bridge.

5.4 Discussion

Compared to static-SM, ConvNet-SM was able to produce equally deliberate and ro-

bust motion planning in even the most difficult RC worlds, while on average achieving

more efficient planning. The static-SM still provides superior reliability in completion.

Although, ConvNet-SM is an inherently more difficult task and degradation to com-

pletion average is minimal. In comparison to HyperNEAT, the average ConvNet-SM

completion was higher than HyperNEAT’s fittest agent. Further, ConvNet-SM in this
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experiment did not dismiss negative iota values like in the HyperNEAT architecture.

ConvNet-SM benefits from using a ReLU to avoid the propagation of negative values.

Thus, ConvNet-SM is capable of replicating the shunting equation’s functionality.

The evolvable SM demonstrated an unforeseen, novel advantage over a purpose-

built system. When compared to the shunting equation, agents trained with ConvNet-

SM achieved instances of the highest completion rate as well as a superior average age

on the Robustness Test. Analysis of the static-SM shows RC worlds with stones close

to the river forced agents to create bridges in an unstructured manner. By contrast,

ConvNet-SM created deliberate bridge designs despite the location of the stones, see

figure 5.5. Both evolvable strategies have activity landscapes which are difficult to

interpret, thus the kernel weights were examined. ConvNet-SM creates pathways to

positive values via diagonal paths, whereby the corners are the most dominant of the

3x3 kernel. In motion, agents do not suffer from the long and questionable choices in

the movement which appears with HyperNEAT. This is quantified when comparing

ages in the robustness test from the fittest ConvNet-SM (43.74885) and fittest Hyper-

NEAT approach (68.7384) being significantly different (p < 2.2e-16); while ConvNet-

SM achieves greater competition performance (99.98% vs 95.9%). A highly pre-evolved

ConvNet-SM could replace the SM in models that use it. This would allow superior

motion planning without changing the network architecture or training.

For future work, there are established working examples of greater general-purpose

architectures this work can adapt. Currently, agents follow the highest surrounding iota

in the activity landscape. Work in Stanton and Channon [222] used a fully connected
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feed forward neural network to allow evolution to discover the relationships between

iota values and movement; then, the outputs provide direct control over the agent’s

movement. Work in Borg and Channon [21] generalised the DN to use RGB values as

inputs, allowing greater abstraction from task-specific interactions. This also allows a

fixed DN despite a varying number of object types in the world. As these considerations

are addressed, the network may adapt to more complex scenarios and environments.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter has shown that a shallow ConvNet, with a novel recurrent process, is

capable of producing deliberate and robust motion planning to the quality of a pre-

designed solution, with greater efficiency; these results were achieved with an extremely

simple GA. Individuals were exposed to a task of scaling complexity and were required

to complete the task at its most difficult behaviour multiple times. The use of a multi-

evaluation fitness function in training, as a stopping criteria, encourages the evolution

of motion planning that is adaptable to a variety of different world combinations.

Compared to a static motion planning variation (the SM), the single layer ConvNet

can achieve an average general completion that is within 3% on a difficult deliberate

task. This architecture could seemingly adapt to other tasks designed in the same

manner; or a replacement for a motion planning system that uses an artificial potential

field. The main benefit of this approach was the superior deliberate bridge building

achieved in the RC Task. This results shows a potential for further unforeseen, novel
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RC World

Static-SM ConvNet-SM
Age : 60 Age : 37

(a) Not holding Stone

(b) Holding Stone

(c) RC World after Completion

(d) Heatmap of Movement

Figure 5.5: RC world with the corresponding activity landscapes for each
strategy. Each strategy is labelled and given the age of the agent after completion.
Each strategy has a completion of 98+% in the Robustness Test.
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benefits when removing model restrictions.

This thesis can now continue the theme of removing task-specific aspects in the

RC Task, in favour of greater control from the network. Due to the positive increase

in motion planning efficiency, the removal of more task-specific aspects may result in

additional benefits, as well as an architecture that can adapt to greater tasks. The

next chapter, will use the recurrent ConvNet in combination with the DN, as well as

new networks which aim to further remove domain specific information.
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6| Generalised Neural Network Architecture

for Long-Term Planning with Sparse

Rewards

6.1 Introduction

An aim of the work in this thesis has been to retain the long term deliberate planning

in the RC task’s architecture, while continually generalising it. Chapter 5 has now

established that a recurrent ConvNet can produce effective evolvable motion planning

in the RC Task with greater efficiency than a static implementation. Evolvable motion

planning removed a static behaviour constraint, but now, it has to be validated whether

it can integrate into models of greater evolutionary complexity; so, now greater exper-

imentation can take place. Two of the main constraints on the previous model have

been the DN as it was (1) pre-evolved and (2) domain-specific.

The pre-evolved DN was evolved with the static SM until the best behaviour for

the RC task was found. This allowed the previous experiments to purely assess motion

planning capabilities, but now the DN has to be incorporated back into the evolution-

ary process to examine whether both networks can evolve simultaneously. However,
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the DN’s topology has to be changed to remove the domain-specific elements; this is

referring to the inputs for the DN (section 3.2.1) are predefined based on the objects in

the RC Task world. As a result, the network architecture is constrained to this specific

task and if it were to change in a simple way, such as an additional object, the architec-

ture would also have to change (i.e. an additional input and output). This makes the

current DN unrealistic to deploy in general two-dimensional environments as drastic

topology changes will also require changes in the mutation rates. This would cause a

trial-and-error process and each environment will require its own considerations. So,

in this chapter a DN is proposed which uses pixel data for inputs, so the topology no

longer changes when the environment does.

Another aspect that has remained static in the RC Task is the gradient ascent rule,

in which agents follow the steepest gradient in their Moore’s neighbourhood. Although

there is no inherent benefit to replacing this behaviour in this current task, the three-

dimensional implementation of the RC task has found success in not dictating where the

animat should move but instead passing activity values via sensory information. In a

three-dimensional environment with continuous space, as opposed to discrete positions,

a rule like gradient ascent can not easily be applied. But, removing the rule at this

stage, in favour of a traditional ANN, greater evolutionary complexity is put on the

model to find the appropriate long term deliberate planning behaviours; and, as a

result, the network architecture becomes more generalised.

The experiment setup remains the same as detailed in 5.2, with only the neural

network architecture being modified. Incremental steps will be made towards the fully
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generalised architecture, as a result, the new and old network topologies will be paired

with each other in a modular setup to allow the strengths and weaknesses of each

approach to be evaluated. The proceeding sections will detail these changes.

6.2 Generalised Neural Network Architecture

This experiment removes domain-specific designs (features) from each sub-network in

the modular architecture. For clarity, domain-specific designs are those which tailor

the network to the RC Task. When removed, the revised architecture should be suited

to general-purpose 2D environments. The two sub-networks are the Decision Network

and the Activity Network. In addition, we introduce a new neural network, called

the Movement Network whose role is to decide how the agent will move based on

the normalised activities of the cells in its neighbourhood (Figure 6.2.3). Modified

designs are proposed for each while explaining the previous limitations and how the

modifications address them.

6.2.1 Generalised Decision Network

Each object in the environment has a discrete representation in the Decision Network

for both input and output. This is advantageous as it allows a direct relationship to

the significance of an object. However, for a general-purpose network this would not be

possible as (1) objects in the environment may be unknown at run-time (i.e. emulators)

and (2) having very many objects would result in an overly large network unsuitable
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for direct evolution. Other techniques could be utilised here such as automatic object

detection but the approach in this chapter is to use pixel data for inputs. The environ-

ment has been modified to allow cells to have colour and the agent’s decision network

now can read the red, green, and blue values from the cells. The network topology

uses 4 inputs, a first hidden layer of size 10, a second hidden layer of size 8 and 2

outputs. 3 inputs are from the pixel colour channels. The final input is for additional

environmental information. For example, in this chapter, it is whether the agent is

holding an object. One output is the iota value. This is no longer limited to 3 discrete

values but is instead continuous from −1 to 1. The other output is an action output;

in this chapter, whether an agent should pick up or put down an object. The topology

of the DN was chosen by trying out various topologies and seeing which topology gave

performance matching the pre-evolved decision network discussed in earlier chapters.

This Pixel Decision Network operates differently to the previous implementation. Ob-

jects in the environment now hold a colour value. The colour of a cell is determined by

the colour of the object residing in the cell. Each cell is visited and its colour value is

fed through the network. An iota value is generated and is stored in a separate 20x20

matrix of iota values. The x and y position of the iota replicates the object’s x and y

position in the RC World. The grid of iota values are passed to the Activity Network.

6.2.2 Generalised Activity Network

The Shunting Model uses a static equation to disperse activity values across a land-

scape, which creates predictable and consistent motion planning no matter the envi-
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ronment. However, this behaviour may not be suited to all tasks. Instead, evolution

should dictate the appropriate motion planning behaviour. To make this possible, a

solution is needed that can adapt to variable and relatively large input sizes. In the RC

Task, for example, a fully-connected 20x20 network could not be feasibly evolved due

to the number of connections. Instead, a ConvNet with recurrent connections is used.

ConvNets have been proven useful on a wide array of computer vision tasks and can

be encoded on small genomes, as only kernels need to be represented. In this chapter,

recurrency refers to kernels taking inputs from the same layer that they output to.

Each iteration, the original iota values at iteration 0 are incorporated back into the

20x20 output of the ConvNet via an identity kernel passthrough. The idea behind this

is to retain the features of the original input and focus on the propagation of values,

rather than on creating new features. After many iterations, values propagate across

the landscape from the original iota positions.

The ConvNet uses a 3x3 kernel with a stride of 1 and padding of 1. Updates

apply synchronously in the same layer. After each iteration, ReLU applies to outputs

and therefore only propagates positive values. The activity landscape has the same

dimensions as the RC world. So, pooling is removed and padding is necessary to

retain spatial size. In this chapter, 50 iterations of recurrent convolution are carried

out for each update of the Activity Network. Previously, an agent would move to

the neighbouring cell with the highest activation. Now, the activity values of the

neighbouring cells (those surrounding the animat) are given to the Movement Network.
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6.2.3 Generalised Movement Network

Previously, an agent moved to the cell with the highest activity value in their neigh-

bourhood. Intrinsically, this behaviour requires the Activity Network to create paths

to desirable objects. But, with the evolvable Activity Network, the function should be

malleable to allow new behaviours. Thus, an evolvable Movement Network is needed to

remove preconceptions of the Activity Network’s role. The topology has 8 inputs and

8 outputs. Inputs are the normalised activities of neighbouring cells from the Activity

Network. The agent’s occupying cell is not included as there is no benefit to remaining

and a cell. Further, as the DN inputs will remain the same, the same behaviour will

continue each world step, so a loop occurs in which the agent will not move until death

from age occurs. A MAX operation is applied to the outputs; this leaves a single ac-

tive output cell. Outputs correspond to movement directions; the agent moves in the

direction of the highest-activity output.

6.2.4 Genetic Algorithm

This experiment uses an extremely simple GA. An individual’s genome consists of neu-

ral network weights. The population size is 1000. In each generation, each individual

is evaluated on the RC Task 10 times and assigned the mean performance over these

runs as its fitness score. Elitism applies to the population, retaining the top 10%

fittest individuals. Random individuals are then taken from the full population range

to generate offspring. Offspring are produced via single-point crossover and mutation.
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6.2. Generalised Neural Network Architecture

Figure 6.1: Neural architecture. The Decision Network takes the agent’s position
(1) (g=grass, r=resource, s=stone, w=water, t=trap, c=carrying flag) or an object’s
colours (r=red, g=green, b=blue, a=action flag). The output are iota values for each
object (1,4). An array of iotas are passed to the activity network as a matrix input. (2)
Uses the stated equation and (5) uses a 3x3 kernel to perform recurrent convolution on
input, synchronously updating activities in the same layer; the network is activated a
fixed number of times. The activity network’s output constructs an activity landscape,
a dynamic landscape used to determine agent’s next position. The movement network
uses the agent’s neighbourhood values to produce an output. (3) uses the stated
equation and (6) is a standard fully connected network. Links in red represent evolvable
weights.
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Each offspringś genome has a 20% mutation rate. Mutation involves a Gaussian noise

value replacing a single parameter. This process continues until the remaining 90% are

generated.

Decision Network Object As detailed in section 3.2.1
Pixel As detailed in section 6.2.1

Activity Network Static As detailed in section 3.2.2
CNN As detailed in section 6.2.2

Movement Network Static As detailed in section 3.2.2
Mov As detailed in section 6.2.3

Table 6.1: Labelling for the sub-networks in the modular architecture.

6.3 Results

Model (0-4] (1-4] (2-4] (3-4]
Pixel - Static - Static 100% 100% 100% 100%
Pixel - CNN - Static 100% 100% 80% 80%
Pixel - Static - Mov 100% 100% 100% 70%

CNN Only 100% 100% 100% 100%
Object - CNN - Static 100% 100% 100% 100%
Pixel - CNN - Static 100% 100% 80% 80%
Object - CNN - Mov 100% 100% 30% 25%

Mov Only 100% 100% 100% 100%
Pixel - Static - Mov 100% 100% 100% 75%
Object - Static - Mov 100% 100% 100% 70%
Object - CNN - Mov 100% 100% 30% 25%
Object - Static - Static 100% 100% 100% 100%
Pixel - CNN - Mov 100% 100% 15% 15%

[4]
100%
75%
60%
100%
100%
75%
25%

100%
60%
60%
25%
100%
10%

Table 6.2: Distribution of final-generation fitnesses, taken over twenty runs
for each of the ten neural network combinations. Three combinations are shown
twice each, for ease of comparison.

The experiments carried out were designed to provide direct comparisons between
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the new general-purpose (generalised) neural network designs and the previous domain-

specific designs. Each of the three sub-networks has two designs (old domain-specific

and new general-purpose), giving eight (23) combinations i.e. full network designs. For

brevity we use the labels shown in table 6.1 for the six (3 ∗ 2) sub-network designs.

Each of the eight combinations (full network designs) is named according to its deci-

sion, activity, and movement sub-network designs. Object-Static-Static represents the

previous domain-specific network, in which just the domain-specific Object Decision

Network’s weights are evolved. Pixel-CNN-Mov represents the full new general-purpose

network, in which all three general-purpose sub-networks’ weights are evolved.

In each of the eight combinations (full network designs) above, all non-static weights

are evolved. In the Pixel-Static-Static full-network design, only the Pixel sub-networks

weights are evolved as the other two sub-networks are static designs. To the eight

combinations we add ‘CNN Only’, in which the full network uses a pre-evolved Object

Decision Network and the Static Movement Network, such that only the CNN Activity

Network weights are evolved; and ‘Mov Only’, in which the full network uses a pre-

evolved Object Decision Network and the Static Activity Network such that only the

Mov Movement Network weights are evolved.

Twenty runs were carried out for each of the ten combinations. Figure 6.2 shows fit-

ness results over evolutionary time. Table 6.2 shows the distribution of final-generation

fitnesses, taken over 20 runs for each of the ten neural network combinations.

After achieving maximum fitness (4), agents are evaluated in a Robustness Test.

In this, each agent is evaluated in 104 deterministic RC world configurations (identical
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each run) with a river width of 3 (the most difficult width used during evolution).

Performance on this test represents an agent’s ability to perform in general RC envi-

ronments, rather than just the 40 it was previously last evaluated in. Figure 6.3 shows

completion rates in the Robustness Test, for each interchangeable network combina-

tion, with higher values demonstrating a greater quantity of robust agent controllers.

Figure 6.4 shows agent age at completion in the Robustness Test, for each interchange-

able network combination, with lower values demonstrating better quality (greater

efficiency) in the behaviours of the agent controllers. These results are also covered in

detail below, first for each sub-network individually and then for the full network.

6.3.1 Decision Network Results and Analysis

Other than the full Pixel-CNN-Mov network, all combinations with the Pixel Decision

Network were able to achieve the highest fitness reliably, as shown in figure 6.2 and

table 6.2. When compared to the Object Decision Network, equal robustness is seen

when using the static activity and Movement Networks, shown in 6.3 but there is a

sizeable drop in robustness when the CNN (recurrent ConvNet) Activity Network is

used; indeed, the resulting robustness is lower than that in the full Pixel-CNN-Mov

network, indicating that the static Movement Network is not well suited here and

validating the approach of enabling an evolvable motion network. Finally, in all three

comparisons, the Pixel Decision Network performed statistically worse than its Object

counterpart in terms of efficiency, as shown in figure 6.4. Overall, the general-purpose

Pixel Decision Network is still capable of long-term deliberative planning but with
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Figure 6.2: Training data for each interchangeable network combination. The
solid line represents the mean fitness of the fittest individuals from 20 runs of the RC
Task. Each dot represents an agent’s fitness. The radius of the dot is increased when
agents occupy the same fitness. Each combination is labelled above its corresponding
graph.
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6.3. Results

Figure 6.3: Completion rates in the Robustness Test, for each interchange-
able network combination. In the Robustness Test, successfully evolved agents are
evaluated in 104 RC world’s at river width 3. Each pair or result sets was evaluated
on the Mann-Whitney U test, with p-values given in each graph.
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Figure 6.4: Efficiency in the Robustness Test, for each interchangeable net-
work combination. In the Robustness Test, successfully evolved agents are evalu-
ated in 104 RC world’s at river width 3. Final ages are included only for those RC
worlds (of the 104) in which all runs for both network designs were successful, allowing
performance to be compared directly. Each pair or result sets was evaluated on the
Mann-Whitney U test, with p-values given in each graph.
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inferior robustness and efficiency results when compared to its domain-specific Object

counterpart.

6.3.2 Activity Network Results and Analysis

All combinations with the CNN (recurrent ConvNet) Activity Network were able to

achieve the highest level of fitness, as shown in figure 6.2 and table 6.2. However,

when combined with the evolvable Movement Network, there is a sizeable drop in both

fitness and robustness, with successful evolution dropping from 100% to 30% at RC

worlds with river width two. This suggests that something about the task (locating

stones, avoiding traps, bridge building, etc.) is difficult for evolvable motion planning

when combined with evolvable movement. Combining CNN with the Pixel Decision

Network also led to a sizeable drop in robustness. In terms of efficiency, the evolved

robust networks containing the general-purpose CNN Activity Network were a little

less efficient than those with the Static counterpart on average (median) but resulted

in fewer inefficient outliers, a potentially important benefit.

6.3.3 Movement Network Results and Analysis

All combinations with the evolvable Movement Network were able to achieve the highest

level of fitness, as shown in figure 6.2 and table 6.2. When static motion planning (Ac-

tivity Network) is used (with either Decision Network design) 100% success is achieved

up to river width 1 (fitness 2.0); past that performance drops. To achieve fitness 3.0,

agents must build a connecting bridge design by locating and correctly moving multiple
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stones. To achieve fitness 4.0, agents must be able to do this same behaviour consis-

tently, which the current Movement Network struggles with. No combination without

the evolvable Movement Network exhibits this problem to this extent. It may be that

a deeper Movement Network (with at least one hidden layer) would perform better.

All evolvable Movement Network combinations also have statistically inferior robust-

ness. The combinations with Static movement have a relatively consistent median of

97%-100% robustness, whereas the medians for the evolvable-movement combinations

are between 55% and 88%. Object-CNN-Mov provided statistical superior efficiency

over its counterpart; this again gives credence to the ability to achieve more efficient

movement when motion planning and movement are evolved together. To conclude,

the evolvable Movement Network has a sizeable negative effect on robustness but can

result in more efficient movement when motion planning and movement are evolved

together.

6.3.4 Full Network Results and Analysis

When all general-purpose evolvable networks are used, this architecture still retains

long-term deliberative planning, as shown in table 6.2. However, this combination

produces the largest drop in agents achieving maximum fitness. Figure 6.2 shows that

a majority of the agents stay between fitness 1-2. So, agents are successful at locating

the resource but struggle to consistently locate stones and place them on the single-cell

river. The limited proportion of successful agents could, in turn, be responsible for the

relatively high robustness score.
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While a number of the incomplete general-purpose networks have medians with

robustness in the 50%-60% range of completion, the full network produces a consis-

tent 73% median completion rate on the 104 RC Worlds. In terms of efficiency, the

full general-purpose network sees a statistical advantage over the domain-specific full

network, with the age of the agents being very slightly (0.05) lower than the original

and, potentially important, there being fewer inefficient outliers. Overall, these re-

sults show that maximum fitness, robustness, and efficiency can be achieved without

domain-specific designs.

6.3.5 Further Analysis

This section is to achieve an understanding of the questions raised during results gath-

ering. Firstly, fitness is an aggregation of 10 RC runs. To achieve fitness 4.0 agents

would have to successfully complete 40 RC worlds. So, why might agents fail signif-

icantly in the Robustness Test despite being able to achieve high fitness in training.

Figure 6.5 offers some insight, it shows the distribution of deaths in relation to agents’

robustness scores. The graph suggests highly robust agents primarily avoid harmful

objects and fail by not reaching the resource in the allocated time. This is seen in the

rise of age deaths and the fall in traps and water deaths when robustness reaches 100%.

Age is when the agent is unable to obtain the resource within 150 time steps. Traps

always kill and water will only kill if the agent does not place a stone down on that cell.

As robustness lowers to 80%, age deaths decline; traps increase to represent half of all

deaths; water matches the distribution of age. Below 80% robustness, deaths are gen-
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Figure 6.5: Scatterplot showing the relationship between the cause of agents
deaths and the completion achieved during a Robustness Test. The line
represents the conditional mean of the two data points.

erally equally distributed with no inherent cause being the dominant factor. Together

these results provide important insights into desirable strategies. Those highly robust

strategies are those which fundamentally avoid harmful objects. Water is a necessary

interaction for bridge building but traps are not. A possible reason for such a higher

distribution of trap deaths is training not accounting for the negative traits of traps.

Hence why the distribution of trap deaths rises as robustness is lowered. Understand-

ing this brings some insight in Figure 6.6; this isolates the cause of death distributions

to each network combination.

An interesting observation is the rise of water deaths when using the evolvable

Movement Network. To compare, Static movement sees agents with very low number

of deaths due to water (less than 5%) or none at all. Due to our understanding

that water deaths are rare among highly robust individuals, this offers an explanation
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of deaths from the fittest agents through 104 RC
worlds seen during the Robustness Test. All network combinations are shown.
Age deaths are agents who were unable to find the resource under 150 time steps. Trap
deaths are caused by entering into trap objects. Water deaths are caused by entering
into water objects without placing a stone.

into the evolvable movement’s influence on robustness. Yet, the evolvable Movement

Network can replicate the static behaviour but appears not to. To analyse further,

each successful evolvable Movement Network combination was simulated again on the

Robustness Test, but the evolvable Movement Network was replaced for the static

behaviours. It is important to note, these agents were not trained to operate with the

static movement behaviours previously.

Figure 6.7 shows two graphs. The top section compares the robustness of the two

sets of data. The bottom shows if any of the 104 worlds both produce the exact

same movement. Interestingly, the evolvable Movement Network was able to find

strategies outside of static rules despite all other networks being pre-evolved to that
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ruleset. This network restriction would theoretically lead the evolvable Movement

Network to the same behaviour as a static movement. Yet, under half the runs showed

new movement strategies when presented with the same RC world. Turning now to

the evolvable network combinations. In Pixel-Static-Mov and Object-CNN-Mov, both

their counterparts produced statistically superior robustness. This is interesting as

both prosper with behaviour they were not trained for. Object-Static-Static produces

a higher median but a large range; yet statistically indistinguishable. Overall, despite

the static movement behaviour being a superior strategy evolution does not replicate

it during training.

Figure 6.7: Completion rates in the Robustness Test, for each interchange-
able network combination that has been successfully trained with the evolv-
able Movement Network and replacing those with the static Movement Net-
work. In the Robustness Test, successfully evolved agents are evaluated in 104 RC
world’s at river width 3. Each pair of result sets were evaluated on the Mann-Whitney
U test, with p-values given in each graph.
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6.4 Discussion

A goal of this chapter was to identify if the modular architecture could maintain success

with the removal of domain specific features. By achieving fitness 4.0 in the RC Task

with the full network architecture (Pixel-CNN-Mov) in multiple runs this proves it is

possible. Achieved with a simple GA with a standard mutation rate, it is reasonable to

assume tweaks to the evolutionary process could improve training performance. The

next sections will delve into each generalised network’s performance.

6.4.1 Successes and Failures Decision Network

The success of a Pixel representation achieving the highest fitness in all network combi-

nations, suggests two restrictions can be removed from the previous architecture. The

first may be the clearest, the removal of binary inputs. This prevents the Decision

Network from having domain specific knowledge before run time. Secondly, allowing

continuous outputs, and therefore allowing hierarchy in item desirability. The Object

Decision Network’s output iota defaults to three states; undesirable (−1), neutral (0)

and desirable (1). Instead, the Pixel’s output uses a continuous number from −1 to

1. This allows nuance in the importance of items. This feature does not benefit this

particular task as only one item is desirable at a time (If an agent is not holding a

stone, a stone is desirable; if an agent is holding a stone, the river is desirable). But,

there is potential for tasks where many items have different levels of importance at one

time. Despite the positive result, the quality of the Pixel representation’s solutions is
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less than the object counterpart in all aspects; especially when used with the recurrent

ConvNet.

6.4.2 Successes and Failures Activity Network

Recurrent ConvNet achieving success in all combinations is of great significance. By

replacing static behaviours with an evolutionary process, it allows future implementa-

tions to remove the static constraint. Especially considering the results of Object-CNN-

Static which saw all runs reaching the highest fitness while achieving robustness close

to the original. In comparison to HyperNEAT, the indirect motion planning method

provided some success; but, had restrictions and was only capable while behaviours

were pre-evolved and static [107]. To conclude, the use of a recurrent ConvNet does

produce a feasible motion planning network and a replacement for the static shunting

model. In the future, it may be worth investigating Leaky ReLU. This would allow

negative values from the Decision Network to have a greater significance of a region of

local areas, rather than a specific cell.

6.4.3 Successes and Failures Movement Network

The evolvable Movement Network’s biggest potential criticism is the formatting of

inputs. The inputs take a binary activation of the highest surrounding activity value.

This removes the responsibility from the Movement Network to discover the behaviour

through training. This was a purposeful choice as the responsibility of activity values is

already held by the Activity Network. It seems unnecessary for the evolvable Movement
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Network to learn this behaviour also. Yet, this could bias the results to achieve the

same behaviour as the static Movement Network; which in turn, would remain a domain

specific network. However, as we have seen in figure 6.7 this does not happen. Instead,

less than 10% of 104 runs saw identical movement between the static and evolvable

Movement Network, when evolved with additional networks. Even when all networks

are pre-evolved, the evolvable Movement Network still found novel ways to use the

input. This assures that this network configuration can exhibit different behaviours to

the static approach. This is especially true with the CNN (Recurrent ConvNet) where

together the efficiency results rival their static counterparts.

The inclusion of evolvable movement saw the largest impact on training and robust-

ness. Further analysis suggests the reduction in quality is due to the behaviours the

Movement Network adopts; in which traps and water deaths become more common.

Theoretically, the evolvable Movement Network is provided all the information to avoid

both traps and water. If trained correctly, the Decision Network produces negative ac-

tivity values for the corresponding cells. When paired with the static motion planning,

water, and traps will always represent the lowest surrounding cell. But as shown, the

Movement Network rarely adopts the strategy to follow the highest activation. So, the

model may benefit from additional information to aid in identifying objects to avoid.

Such as, a negative binary value to state the lowest activation, and the inclusion of

hidden layers.
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6.5 Deep Neuroevolution Comparison

To further emphasise the results of the previous section, a direct comparison will be

made with another general architecture that has achieved state-of-the-art results in

ALE; deep neuroevolution with deep ConvNets. Currently, deep ConvNets play a

vital role in achieving state-of-the-art results across a broad array of machine learning

domains. Including; computer vision [105, 228], robotics [111, 147], self-driving cars

[17], sound [242, 6, 174], art [85, 139] and others. These architectures have historically

been utilised with Reinforcement learning (RL), but recently it has been shown that

Neuroevolution (NE) can achieve comparable performance; setting its own state-of-the-

art results [226, 256]. Yet, each of these techniques has suffered in environments which

require long-term planning. Pitfall and Montezuma’s Revenge are the most researched

of these types of environments. Very recently, Go-Explore established an RL algorithm

which performs well on these tasks [57]. Yet, NE’s leading method is yet to complete

either challenge.

Instead of focusing on these complex examples (Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall),

the RC Task acts as a similar benchmark; this is due to the similarity in the task

domain with reduced complexity. The fundamental objective of Montezuma’s Revenge

and Pitfall is to traverse multiple scenes before receiving rewards, all while avoiding

lethal objects. For example, the first scene of Montezuma’s Revenge requires the agent

to reach the bottom of the scene; traverse a ladder; collect a key; traverse to the

opposite side of the screen; unlock the door; while avoiding a lethal moving object.
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Agents will also fail if they fall from a great height. Collecting the key and unlocking

the door provides a reward of 100 and 300, respectively. Despite achieving a reward for

collecting the key many approaches are unable to proceed past the reward score 0 on

the task, including; deep neuroevolution [226] and DQN [14]. The RC Task is simplified

in three ways; all information necessary to complete the task is available in one screen;

the task is incremental and focuses agents on specific behaviours at a time; there are

only four objects in the environment. The analysis of deep neuroevolution on the RC

Task is to assess whether simplifying the domain allows evolution to overcome issues

associated with sparse reward tasks which require long term deliberative planning. As

the previous section showed a NE general-purpose model which can overcome the issue

of sparse rewards.

6.5.1 Convolutional Neural Architecture

A comparable experiment setup is required to compare deep neuroevolution’s perfor-

mance to the Pixel-CNN-Mov (section 6.3); Pixel-CNN-Mov being the architecture

that removed the greatest number of constraints in the previous section. Firstly, there

is a common architecture for ALE used across RL and NE which was first established

with Deep Q Networks (DQN); the RL algorithm utilising deep Q-learning [157]. As

DQN was the first algorithm to achieve human-level control in a large fraction of Atari

2600 games, the topology has become a standard to compare various algorithms to one

another. As this architecture has been successful in a majority of games, across dif-

ferent learning strategies, it will be used here on the RC Task; however, some changes
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will be necessary. The original ALE DQN architecture comprises of; 84x84x4 tensor

input; three convolutional layers; two fully connected layers; with a single output for

each valid action. DQN pre-processes the ALE pixel input to greyscale and downsam-

ples the last 4 frames to an 84x84x4 tensor. Whereas, the Pixel decision network uses

colours as inputs. For a fair comparison, both greyscale and RGB are used. The RC

Task’s input would be 20x20, which is already significantly lower than the down-scaled

ALE screen input. So, the input size will remain the same but the remaining architec-

ture may prove too large for a reduced input. So, two architectures are used. First,

the original DQN architecture with a 20x20 adapted input. Second, a smaller DQN is

provided in the deep neuroevolution code. This reduces; size of layers; kernel sizes; the

number of filters and strides; Table 6.3 shows the specifics. There are 18 outputs, as

there usually are with ALE games. Half of the outputs represent a movement position

in the agent’s Moore neighbourhood. Then, the next half is the same positional move-

ments, but with the addition of the agent’s ‘action’; in this domain, it will be agent’s

ability to pick up and put down items. The output with the highest activation will

dictate to the agent where to move and what action to do.

Large-DeepNeuro Small-DeepNeuro
Layer Size Filters Kernel Stride Size Filters Kernel Stride
Conv #1 - 32 8 4 - 16 8 4
Conv #2 - 64 4 2 - 32 4 2
Conv #3 - 64 3 1 - - - -
FC 512 - - - 256 - - -

Table 6.3: Topology specifications for ConvNet used on the RC Task with
deep neuroevolution. (FC = Flattened Layer, Conv = Convolution Layer)
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Next, training times for ALE are reported in frames processed and time steps

but, for an apt comparison, this work will show results in the number of generations.

Populations size and elitism remain the same at 1000 and 10%. The mutation rate is

0.002, which remains the same as the ALE work in deep neuroevolution.

Finally, The RC Task will incorporate a visual change for when an agent is holding

a stone. Previously, this information was not a visual component and passed to the

network as a boolean variable. In this type of topology, there is not an obvious way

to incorporate this. Instead, when observing ALE games, and the networks which

successfully play them, games incorporate visual changes to indicate a change in domain

state. Alien and Ms Pac-Man change the colour of enemies when they can be consumed;

Amidar changes the colour of paths that agents traverse and rectangular portions of

the board are filled when a connecting path has been achieved; Frostbite sees pieces of

ice change from white to blue when the agent jumps on them, all need to be jumped

on to progress. Therefore, the agent will change colour when holding a stone.

In ALE and the hard maze task, deep neuroevolution included the three previous

frames in the input to provide temporal information. In the RC Task there are only

400 discrete positions an agent can traverse to. Atari games were designed as a visual

experience, so agents may take many frames to reach a discrete position or agents have

greater discrete positions; this provides the user with a sense of motion. However,

the RC Task does not provide frame intervals between discrete positions. So, it is a

question whether this should be included. Although not a direct comparison, AlphaGo

Zero also implements past frames of Go as a history of players moves [209]; Go is
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a board game of limited discrete positions. In order to provide the RC Task with

adequate information, the previous three frames will also be included.

6.5.2 Results

Figure 6.8: Training data for all network combinations for deep neuroevolu-
tion on the RC Task. Solid line represents the mean fitness of the fittest individuals
from 20 runs of the RC Task. Each dot represents an agents fitness. Radius of dot is
increased when agents occupy the same fitness. Each network combination is labelled
above its corresponding graph.

As figure 6.8 shows, no approach achieves long term deliberative planning in the RC

Task. The most successful agents achieved fitness 2.0; attributed to the greyscale input.

As previous results have shown, fitness beyond 2.0 is difficult due to the behaviours

required. RGB inputs were detrimental to the performance in both network sizes;

with none achieving higher than fitness 1.0. Greyscale appears superior in two ways,

(1) the input dimensions are reduced to 1/3 and (2) the different scales of luminance

per colour channel still allows objects to be distinguishable. Despite the larger size,
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Large-DeepNeuro performed just as well as Small-DeepNeuro; both inputs exhibited

seemingly identical performance. A visual of the large ConvNet is shown in figure 6.9

for greater comprehension of the network.

6.5.3 Discussion

This section interprets why deep neuroevolution could not achieve long term delibera-

tive planning in this domain. The first and second RC worlds require fairly rudimentary

behaviours to complete. The first RC world requires agents to locate a deterministic

resource location. As this resource position is static the behaviour becomes simple to

converge once achieved. The second RC world requires stones to be placed on the water

to create a 1 cell bridge. Stones have stochastic placement so agents can not simply

remember a specific motion pattern to retrieve them. But, stones have a chance to be

aimlessly picked up and put down while traversing to the resource; then, this behaviour

remains in the population by receiving a reward and surviving the selection process.

As the population is heavily focused around fitness 2.0 it shows they are achieving this

behaviour consistently and not by chance.

RC worlds three and four require agents to go back and forth between stone and

river. As stated, previous necessary behaviours could be stumbled upon and reinforced

via the population converging on that area in the search space. But now, traversing

back to a stone requires greater deliberate behaviour which is difficult to discover ran-

domly; especially since the population remains in a search space area that establishes

moving forward to the resource is desirable behaviour. The fitness function does not
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Figure 6.9: Visualisation of the (large) convolution network for River Cross-
ing Task (RC Task) in greyscale representation. From top to bottom on the
right are: the processed observations, and then the activations for the convolutional
layers, the fully connected layer, and finally, the movement outputs. Brighter activation
indicates higher value. Atari Zoo was adapted for this visualisation. [227]
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provide granular feedback, such as a negative reward for dying via water or traps or

that putting stones on the river is positive. As a result, there is no mechanism for the

population to diversify greatly from the already established positive behaviours of RC

worlds one and two. With the architecture laid out in section 6.2, sub-goals are active

within the architecture during this problem. The change in Decision Network will pro-

duce a dramatically different Activity landscape, which in turn causes the Movement

Network to produce new behaviours. But, ConvNets see little change in their input

activations to expect a dramatic change in behaviours after a stone is placed on the

river; shown in figure 6.9.

A suggestion could be the inclusion of diversity mechanisms into the evolutionary

process such as; speciation, fitness sharing, crowding. This may provide an avenue for

agents to uncover different behaviours for picking up stones and reaching the resource;

one of which is beneficial at later stages. However, this could also be said for the

architecture in chapter 6. A diversity method that should be avoided is a change in

the fitness function, such as; novelty search, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms;

quality diversity, etc. This then focuses the challenge away from sparse rewards. For

example, a common use case for novelty search is a hard maze task in which objective

fitness becomes trapped at local optima when trying to solve the maze. But, when the

reward is changed to finding novel positions, each run, the maze is able to be solved.

So, a novelty search method for the RC Task could be devised which focuses on the

placement of stones and creating unique placements. This can then be extended in

works like quality diversity which sees different types of specific bridges being created
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(widest, longest, most stones used, etc). This would inevitably lead to a search space

in which a solution to solving the RC Task, with a 3 stone connecting bridge, is much

more achievable. But, in the process, the task would change into something much

simpler to exploit.

Additionally, this task is not inherently deceptive which these methods are usually

targeted towards. Rewards are not luring agents into a local optimum to increase

the objective reward. Both traversals to the resource and picking up stones are both

behaviours that agents need to progress. It is the lack of discovery of new behaviours

which plateaus the model’s performance.

6.6 Conclusion

The contributions of this chapter are: (1) Further validating the use of a recurrent

ConvNet, which distributes activations across neighbouring neurons to create path-

ways for motion planning. In all network combinations, the ConvNet still achieved

the most difficult behaviours required. And, when paired with an evolvable movement

network, efficiency could increase over the static implementations. (2) Demonstrated

the effectiveness of a general-purpose, modular, hierarchical architecture for long-term

planning in domains with sparse rewards. The network contained no domain-specific

aspects and although became a more difficult task for evolution, retained a high amount

of robustness in stochastic environments. (3) Demonstrated an issue with the current

state-of-the-art neuroevolution game player on a sparse reward task focusing on long-
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term deliberative planning. Deep neuroevolution becomes trapped at a local optima

during training and is not able to produce the same behaviours the general-purpose,

modular architecture is able to. For future work, it should be investigated whether

aspects of the generalised modular network could be adapted to more proven tech-

niques. This work limited the recurrent ConvNet to a specialised role. However, the

distribution of high activating neurons to its neighbours could provide supplementary

information during activation; especially in environments where the variation of input

data at each activation is minimal. This will be investigated in the next chapter where

the recurrent ConvNet is paired with a conventional ConvNet architecture and trained

with deep neuroevolution.
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7| Applying Recurrent Convolution with

Deep Neuroevolution

7.1 Introduction

With the emergence of deep neuroevolution (section 2.2.7) opportunities have emerged

using GAs in domains that have largely been subjected to experimentation by RL;

due to GAs achieving state-of-the-art performance with large ConvNets [226]. These

results were achieved with a simple GA that only employed elitism and mutation, and

not utilising established neuroevolutionary techniques such as crossover, exploiting

regularities and a range of diversity mechanisms (section 2.3). This allows ample

future exploitation in evolutionary experiments and a wide range of RL domains still

to explore. So, deep neuroevolution offers a promising foundation and therefore, this

chapter will start experimentation with deep neuroevolution as it is of greater benefit

to the research community. The novel architectural contribution of this thesis has been

the recurrent ConvNet and its ability to produce robust motion planning. Now, this

chapter will assess the possibility of using the same recurrent ConvNet as part of a

much larger conventional ConvNet architecture.
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A theme seen in ConvNet and deep neuroevolution is taking established, working,

techniques and, with advances in computation power, scale them to greater challenges;

ConvNets were proposed in 1990 before the major success of AlexNet [121] in 2012

and GAs have been around since the 1970s but have not been scaled to 4M parameters

until deep neuroevolution in 2018 [5]. The previous chapters have shown how well

a recurrent ConvNet has worked on a single 20x20 input with a single 3x3 kernel for

producing motion planning landscapes that, with simple rules, could produce long term

deliberative planning. Although conventional ConvNets could not use the recurrent

layer for motion planning, the resulting feature is still unique and would be difficult to

create in a conventional convolutional layer. So, the question being assessed is does the

recurrent layer produce benefits that a conventional ConvNet can not. This research

question will be investigated on the multi-environment platform, the Arcade Learning

Environment (ALE). ALE is shared with many RL algorithms as well as evolutionary

ones, allowing a comparison not just with a GA but many different learning approaches.

7.2 Experiment Setup

Experiments use the open source code for deep neuroevolution1, with additional meth-

ods to achieve recurrent convolution with Tensorflow. The following presents the details

and rationale of the recurrent model. The evolutionary process evaluates each individ-

ual in the population each generation, producing a fitness score for each. The top 20%

of the population become parents for the next generation and the fittest individual is
1https://eng.uber.com/accelerated-neuroevolution/
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copied to the next generation unmodified. No crossover is used in deep neuroevolution,

just mutation. So, a parent is selected uniformly at random and is mutated by apply-

ing additive Gaussian noise to the genome; this continues until the new population is

generated. The new population is then evaluated and the process repeats for a defined

number of generations or until some other stopping criterion is met. For ALE, the

stopping criterion is evaluating 4e9 frames.

7.2.1 Neural Architecture

The implementation of recurrent links to a conventional ConvNet could be done in a

number of ways. In the previous chapters, the recurrent links acted as a single kernel on

a single feature. The obvious equivalent to that is applying recurrent links at the input

layer. However in the previous works, recurrent convolution is applied after objects in

the environment have been considered desirable or undesirable. A similar process takes

place at the first convolution layer, where kernels extract specific features in which

to retain. So, adding recurrency at this layer should mimic the process of previous

implementations, as can be seen in figure 7.1.

This implementation of recurrent links requires an iteration parameter; this param-

eter dictates how often convolution is applied to the same layer. At each iteration,

the original values at iteration 0 are incorporated back into the iteration x output via

an identity kernel passthrough. Previously, this value would be chosen by the exper-

imenter, but in this work the size of a feature is dynamic depending on the previous

layer. This would make it difficult to have a parameter that fits a variety of network
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sizes. Therefore, the chosen iteration parameter is the width of the feature. A charac-

teristic that has been important for this recurrent ConvNet to work previously, is the

ability for an activation value from one corner of the feature to reach the corresponding

corner. The iteration value being the width of the feature allows this to take place,

it is then evolution’s role to find the appropriate weights to not saturate the feature

space.

Figure 7.1: Illustration of the recurrent convolutional neural network. The
input to the neural network consists of an 84x84x4 image, followed by one convolutional
layer, one recurrent layer, then two convolutional layers and two fully connected layers
with a single output for each valid action. The recurrent layer provides a 3x3 kernel
per feature and applies convolution (as a convolutional neural network) then the new
feature is combined with the original feature. This is an iterative process and is repeated
until a certain number of times (for this work 21).

7.2.2 ALE Environments

Bellemare et al. [12], and later clarified in Ostrovski et al. [173], created a taxonomy of

ALE games for agent behaviours and environmental rewards. Instead of simulating the

recurrent ConvNet on each game, three are taken from each category in an attempt to

see an overview of performance. This was necessary to overcome a resource restriction
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on the researcher’s part. The original deep neuroevolution code was simulated on

720 cores for 6 to 24 hours to achieve 6 billion frames for each run. The code was

later updated to allow pipe-lined CPU and GPU commands to speed up the code

base. However, with 10 cores of an Intel Xeon E5-2680 with 2 Nividia 1080 GPUs

runs could still range from 5-7 days with 6 billion frames simulated, on the original

ConvNet architecture. By choosing games from each category this work aims to give

a perception of performance across different domains, without testing every domain.

Frames are also limited to 4 billion as it appears from the data in Such et al. [226] that

after this point performance gains are minimal.

• ‘Human-Optimal’ refers to games in which agents have achieved human-level, or

higher, performance but demonstrated behaviours as a human would.

• ‘Score Exploit’ refers to games in which agents have achieved human-level, or

higher, performance without demonstrating behaviours as a human would.

• ‘Sparse’ and ‘Dense’ rewards are qualitative descriptors of the game’s reward

structure.

7.3 Results

Table 7.2 shows the final score of the elite (fittest) individual of each set of 5 runs.

The elite’s score is calculated via 30 independent episodes, using the same genome,

and provides the mean; this is to account for the robustness of a given solution. As
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Easy Exploration Hard Exploration
Human-Optimal Score Exploit Dense Reward Sparse Reward
Asteroids Kangaroo Alien Solaris

Crazy Climber Seaquest Amidar Private Eye

Skiing Krull Frostbite Venture

Table 7.1: Atari 2600 games and their taxonomy selected for these experi-
ments. The taxonomy is based on the games exploration difficulty found in Ostrovski
et al. [173].

Standard Recurrent Difference (%) p Value
Frames 4B 4B

Asteroids 2120 3690 54 (+) 2.506e-07
Crazy Climber 68600 84600 21 (+) 6.255e-05
Skiing -5540 -5540 0 1.0

Kangaroo 11300 14500 24 (+) 2.2e-16
Seaquest 1500 1760 16 (+) .03286
Krull 10900 9500 13 (-) .0005632

Alien 3070 4090 29 (+) 2.2e-16
Amidar 418 462 10 (+) 2.2e-16
Frostbite 8640 8510 2 (-) 6.704e-14

Solaris 5460 5360 2 (-) .371
Private Eye 15200 15100 1 (-) 3.978e-05
Venture 1410 1340 5 (-) 0.00614

Table 7.2: Results on 12 Atari games with a conventional and recurrent
convolutional networks with a simple genetic algorithm. Results represent the
mean score of the elite (fittest) seed over 30 no-op independent episodes. The scores
shown are the highest achieved over the 5 trained runs for 4 billion frames. The p
values are taken from a two sample t-tests between the 30 scores achieved in the no-op
independent episodes by the elite seeds. Those in bold are statistically significant (p
< 0.05).
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Figure 7.2: Original and Recurrent model’s performance across generations
on Atari 2600 games. Highest scores achieved by both are plotted as dashed lines.
The median is plot with a solid line and 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals of the
median across 5 experiments of the current elite per run, where the score for each elite
is a mean of 30 no-op independent episodes.
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shown, human-optimal, score exploit and dense reward categories each saw some pos-

itive benefit to the overall results using a recurrent convolutional layer. However, not

all games experienced a positive end result. The category of Sparse Rewards saw either

no change or a slight degradation to performance with the use of a recurrent convo-

lutional layer. Skiing saw no additional benefit. Frostbite saw a small degradation in

performance. Krull saw a comparably large percentage difference.

Figure 7.2 provides complementary information to table 7.2, it provides the elite’s

score through each stage of the 4 billion frames run. Also providing dashed lines for the

highest achieved score from both approaches. These results are in interesting contrast

to those presented in table 7.2. The evolutionary process uses a mutation rate not pre-

optimised for the task and as a result certain games see a high level of volatility in score

performance; (see crazy climber and alien). To ensure the results are not inaccurate to

the overall performance the highest score is also recorded and not just the end score

where agents could be in a stage of degradation. It’s important to provide context

for each result, the difference in scores is only notable if a deviation from one score to

another is a results of multiple meaningful changes, as opposed to a minimal change

but with huge performance gains. Therefore each result with a notable percentage

difference (above 10%) and a statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference, is examined.

Everything discussed here can be followed along with video examples from the Atari

Zoo platform2. A description of the game and the scoring system is provided.

Asteroids is a human-optimal environment which saw the greatest positive change

2https://eng.uber.com/atari-zoo-deep-reinforcement-learning/
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from the inclusion of a recurrent convolutional layer; with a 54% increase in elite score.

The aim of asteroids is to avoid obstacles while also firing projectiles to destroy them.

To obtain a greater score agents must destroy the obstacles. The score associated with

each obstacle depends on their size. Scores range from 20 to 100 at these early stages.

So, with a score deviation of 1570 agents, at a minimum, would require destroying 16

additional obstacles over the standard architecture. In motion, it is difficult to pin-

point the exact behavioural change. Both adopt a strategy of remaining stationary

while turning in either a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction while firing. This in-

tern provides more opportunity to strike obstacles, although neither show any sign of

deliberate motion to avoid obstacles.

Crazy Climber is also a human-optimal task which produced a higher final score

with the use of a recurrent layer, but figure 7.2 shows how the recurrent model produced

consistently greater scores in this environment. The environment tasks an agent to

climb to the top of four skyscrapers while avoiding multiple obstacles; the challenge

comes from avoiding objects being dropped and obstacles which require timing, at least

at early stages. Each floor the agent passes receives 100 points and each skyscraper is

160 floors high. A bonus is received if the agent reaches the top of the skyscraper and

enters the helicopter (104 multiplied by skyscrapers level); which requires the agent to

be in the correct position. The bonus reduces in value every 10 seconds that the agent

spends traversing the building. A score difference of 16000 suggests the recurrent model

is achieving one skyscraper further than the standard model on average. Though it

can not exactly be quantified, due to the bonus being dependent on the time spent per
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skyscraper, the recurrent model is avoiding a greater number of obstacles and finding

greater appropriate paths to progress upwards. In figure 7.2, it shows that with crazy

climber the recurrent network sees a surge in score performance deviation at 3 billion

frames. With this knowledge, the suggestion is that at this stage a number of runs

are achieving performance to the third skyscraper. But, the standard architecture’s

highest score suggests at some point it also achieved the third skyscraper but did not

keep that behaviour consistent.

Kangaroo is a score exploit environment and saw a 24% greater end score with

the recurrent model. Kangaroo’s evolution process sees the medium producing com-

parable results to that of the standard model, but with a wider deviation into greater

and worse performance. In the environment, there are four floors in which the agent

must traverse upwards to reach the top floor while avoiding the enemies throwing pro-

jectiles. Sometimes projectiles are thrown and must be jumped over and sometimes

they are thrown so that the agent must duck. Enemies traverse to the agent and when

killed provide a score. This aspect is the reason this is considered a scoring exploiting

environment. A majority of reinforcement learning and this approach exhibit the be-

haviour of punching enemies as they get close. Punching enemies grants a 200 score

increase and also a 200 score increase for avoiding projectiles. As behaviours are lim-

ited to 200 score increments per desirable action, the score difference of 3200 indicates

16 additional desirable moves were taken by the recurrent convolutional network. An

interesting behaviour emerged in 2 recurrent runs, in which after punching an enemy

they would jump backwards and then duck. Though it did not seem to affect the score
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(all the scores were achieved by punching the enemies) it could have been a beneficial

trait to avoid the projectiles dropped. This is notable as it is not seen in any of the

standard architecture runs.

Seaquest is an environment set underwater in which an agent has to save divers and

shoot enemies while maintaining the oxygen supply. When oxygen runs low, agents

should manoeuvre to the top of the environment to replenish oxygen, but if they have

not collected a diver then agents lose a life. If oxygen runs out agents lose a life. Agents

have three lifes. Each diver collected is worth 100 points and each enemy killed is worth

20 points. The difference between the two scores implies that 13 more enemies were

killed over the original architecture or one additional diver was rescued with 3 enemies

killed. Previously, Seaquest has seen to work poorly with GAs due to a sub optimal

behaviour. This behaviour keeps agents at the bottom of the ocean until they run out

of oxygen [227]. However, both the standard and recurrent architecture did exhibit

the behaviour of surfacing for oxygen in our runs. This can be seen in the jump at 2.5

billion frames from a score of sub 1000 to instantly jumping above it.

Krull is the only environment in which the standard model has a noticeable im-

provement over the recurrent model. This can be seen in table 7.2 but also in figure

7.2, the recurrent model is consistently below the standard model after 2 billion frames.

Krull takes place on four separate screens, each with opportunities to receive points.

However, agents usually stay on the second screen called the ‘lair of the Widow of the

Web’ in which agents avoid an enemy while traversing through a webbed environment.

Every movement in the webs give agents a varying score but can be as much as 99
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points per movement. Many strategies, including GAs, exploit this sequence by con-

tinually moving within the webs instead of progressing in the game. As a result, it is

difficult to deduct the differences in behaviours that make the standard model superior

in this task. A common strategy was to leave the screen via either the left or right and

this would restart the section; if the agent was in the environment too long then the

enemy would pursue them aggressively. Leaving the scene and returning prevents this

and allows the score exploit to continue.

Alien is the only hard exploration task that saw a sizeable delta in the performance

of the two models. Alien is a maze type environment in which the agent must collect

all the dots in a stage while avoiding three enemies to continually progress. Each dot

scores the agent 10 points. There is a bonus item in the same position each game

worth 50 points. A power dot can be picked up which allows a temporary ability to

kill enemies; this provides 1000 points if enemies are killed. The majority of strategies

found by both the standard and recurrent is to collect the power dot and kill enemies

to maximise points; neither deliberately pick up dots. The score difference of 1020

suggests that the recurrent model picks up 2 extra dots and kills an extra enemy. In

motion, both learn the significance of traversing to the top of the maze to access the

power cell. This usefully leads to two enemies being killed at that stage as agents stay

in their corners as the enemies come to them and receive the points bonus. Where

the recurrent model seems to adjust is, with certain runs, the agents proceed to the

bottom left corner where the power cell re-emerges and this is where further enemies

are killed.
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7.4 Discussion

Figure 7.3: Activation visualisation of the recurrent model on Seaquest and
Crazy Climber. The figure shows a still video frame from trained recurrent model
agents. The observation layer shows the processed inputs from the environment. The
next layer shows the activation features for the convolutional layer. Then, the activa-
tion features for the recurrent convolutional layer.

In terms of score, the results section shows the recurrent model demonstrated:

5 beneficial score effects (over 10% improvement); 5 indifferent score effects (0-9%

change) and 1 detrimental score effect (over 10% decrease). The recurrent model

produced no notable change in sparse reward tasks and only 1 within dense reward.

Therefore, it appears the recurrent model does not aid in traversal in hard exploration

tasks. However, 5 of the 6 easy exploration saw a significant change. To further

investigate, this section utilises the Atari Zoo platform to visualise real-time features
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within the recurrent layer; as well as inspecting the behaviours of agents.

Figure 7.3 demonstrates a recurrent layer on the Seaquest and Crazy Climber game.

In relation to traditional image processing, features in the recurrent layer (figure 7.3)

resemble typical blurring/smoothing where image detail and noise are reduced via a

low-pass filter. There are different types of blurs, all of which standard convolution

can achieve, with the correct filter. Though it is not exact, the blurring may bias to

Gaussian-like blurs; where each pixel is a result of a weighted average of its neighbours,

and farther pixels have decreasing weight. The recurrent implementation (see equation

5.1) uses an identity kernel passthrough from iteration 0, so the centre activation

biases towards the largest activation during convolution, like a Gaussian blur. So,

objects will not lose their spatial location in the feature space; this can be seen in

Seaquest with the river bed and the building in Crazy Climber. The spread of a blur is

dependent on the kernel size; however, blurring an image multiple times with a small

width Gaussian-kernel is equivalent to blurring once with a larger width Gaussian-

kernel [268]. This could be a potential benefit recurrency offers, as a larger kernel

requires a greater number of weights to correctly fit the kernel blur pattern. Visually,

in Crazy Climber, the gaps for the windows are still present, seen via the horizontal

changes in patterns, but the building itself becomes a greater activation area. During

playback, when objects are dropped by enemies, a greater number of cells are active

surrounding the object. This could provide feedback to influence behaviours, as slight

blurs have shown to lead to noticeably different activations in later layers compared to

an un-blurred input [52]. Also, it is not uncommon to pre-process images with blurs
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for edge detection purposes [135, 184].

Figure 7.4: Activation visualisation of the recurrent model on Asteroids and
Aliens. The figure shows a still video frame from trained recurrent model agents. The
observation layer shows the processed inputs from the environment. The next layer
shows the activation features for the convolutional layer. Then, the activation features
for the recurrent convolutional layer. Superior results were achieved over the standard
model.

Figure 7.4 shows the recurrent layer within Asteroids and Alien, two environments

which produce clear benefits with recurrency. The visualisation of the recurrency layer

seems to suggest Gabor-like feature outputs. Gabor filters are linear filters that have

long been associated with image processing for feature extraction, texture segmenta-

tion and texture analysis. A convolutional Gabor filter is a product of a Gaussian

kernel function modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave. By adjusting Gabor filters at

specific frequencies and directions, these filters can offer the desirable properties of spa-
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Figure 7.5: Activation visualisation for the recurrent convolutional process.
The features are produced on Alien with an agent trained to 4 billion frames. The top
layer are features taken from the convolutional layer. Each layer down is the visuali-
sation of the same features after a number of iterations on the recurrent convolutional
layer. This shows how features can be ’flooded’ with repeated convolution.

tial locality and orientational selectivity [80]; and have been used across various image

processing domains, such as face recognition [225, 11] and text extraction [182]. Gabor

filters have been used in convolutional neural networks previously as fixed weight ker-

nels to extract intrinsic features [195], or as a pre-processing stage [23, 122]. Even when

the kernels weights are controlled via supervised learning, Krizhevsky et al. showed that
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deep ConvNet’s, trained on real-life images, tend to populate mostly Gabor-like filters

in the first convolutional layer [121]. So, it would not be uncommon to see these results.

However, in Such et al.’s Atari zoo work, it shows that kernels for evolutionary

algorithms appear less regular (and even random) than their gradient-based counter-

parts, which often have spatial structure and sometimes resemble edge detectors [227].

Further, figure 7.5 shows the impact of the iterative process of recurrent convolution

on the features, from iteration 0 to 21. A feature set that starts unique becomes fairly

homogeneous towards the end. It is for these reasons the production of Gabor-like

features are unlikely and instead the feature space is becoming saturated. In Meng

and Yang’s work with the shunting equation, the inspiration for recurrent convolution,

the discussion of parameter sensitivity for the ‘passive decay rate’ shows that if too

low, the neuron activity saturates quickly and the activity space is flooded. For the

recurrent convolutional process, the ‘iteration parameter’ would produce the same im-

pact; enough iterations and the feature space becomes saturated. Comparing figure

7.3 and 7.4, it is clear that this does not affect every game environment and the iter-

ation parameter would need to be tuned game to game. Therefore, incorporating this

parameter into the evolutionary process may allow each model to choose the parame-

ters which suits it best; which may involve turning off the recurrent layer due to the

statistical negative result on some games. Despite not fully understanding the purpose

recurrency offers for Asteroids and Alien, the results offer a significant improvement.

Table 7.3 shows the max scores taken from multiple domains and plotted against

comparable strategies, that also achieved scores from 30 independent no-op episodes.
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Crazy Climber
Scores

GA Standard 68600
Gorila DQN [170] 85919.16
DDQN [243] 101874
GA Recurrent 108000

Kangroo
Scores

GA Standard 11300
C51 [14] 12853
Distributional DQN [98] 12853
Reactor ND [84] 13349
DDQN [243] 13651
GA Recurrent 14500

Seaquest
Scores

GA Standard 1600
IMPALA (shallow) [59] 1716.9
A3C [63] 1744
IMPALA (deep) [59] 1753.2
A2C [260] 1754
ACKTR [260] 1776
GA Recurrent 2080

Asteroids
Scores

GA Standard 3130
NoisyNet DQN [63] 3455
IMPALA (shallow) [59] 3508.1
Reactor [84] 3726.1
QR-DQN-1 [40] 4226
GA Recurrent 4380

Alien
Scores

GA Standard 3670
DDQN [14] 3747.7
PDD DQN [249] 3941
Distributional DQN [98] 4055.8
Reactor ND [84] 4199.4
GA Recurrent 4350

Table 7.3: Comparing performance between algorithms and architectures on
multiple ALE games. Only the games that the recurrent model produced a notice-
able performance benefit are shown. Bold indicates the GA standard and recurrent
models. Scores are arranged in ascending order. Each learning style has a citation to
the original source.

No-op starts have a non-deterministic starting position where the agent selects the “do

nothing” action for up to 30 times at the start of an episode. The recurrent model would

be an improvement on a number of established architectures and learning techniques.
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7.5 Conclusion

This chapter implemented a novel recurrent convolutional layer to a conventional Con-

vNet and was able to produce performance improvements on a number of domains in

ALE using deep neuroevolution. 12 Atari game environments were trained for 4 billion

frames on 5 evolutionary runs. 6 produced a statistically improved score, 4 produced a

statistically negative impact on score and the remaining 2 produced no change. How-

ever, the largest difference in negative score was 13% vs the largest improvement of 54%

increase in performance. Benefits were seen across all easy exploration tasks and on

hard exploration dense reward tasks. No benefits were seen on the selection of sparse

reward tasks, and 2 of the 3 saw a negative impact on score. Of the games that were

visually analysed, a majority produced a noticeable difference in agent’s behaviour that

was seen across many evolutionary runs when compared to the conventional ConvNet

architecture. Due to computational constraints, only 12, of the possible 54, games were

analysed and the maximum frames were limited to 4 billion instead of the original 6

billion. So, there is still an avenue to investigate on the ALE platform; however, this

chapter has implications outside of ALE. Firstly, recurrent convolution is not solely

restricted to producing motion planning landscapes. It can now be explored in the

many other environments which benefit from large ConvNets. Secondly, the recurrent

convolution process is not tied to neuroevolution and is an architectural change; this

allows any other learning style to adapt to this same architecture. This may be par-

ticularly interesting as, with the recurrent layer, other established learning styles and
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architectures were outperformed in 5 environments. Finally, the recurrent convolu-

tional layer allows flexibility in its implementation. An aspect which was discovered

during the analysis of the ConvNet’s features show that recurrency, in certain game

environments, causes uniformity across the features. It was speculated that the iter-

ation parameter was the main factor and investigating further could offer an insight

into how this parameter should be tuned. In a similar vein, features like dropout could

be incorporated to prevent the convergence of features, allowing the previous layer to

pass through without recurrency applied. This is to show that there is still room to

further experiment with this architecture and those above provide a few ideas.
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8.1 Summary of Conclusions

The goal of the thesis was to examine the evolution of motion planning systems that

exhibit robust, deliberate, and efficient behaviour for use in artificial evolutionary sys-

tems. Throughout the thesis, there is a focus on moving away from domain-specific

architectures, as well as investigating these solutions on sparse reward tasks in an at-

tempt to eliminate innate bias towards explicit desirable solutions. This study presents

its findings from an artificial life simulation model and a standard multi-environment

platform.

Chapter 4 applies our sophisticated neuroevolution understandings to a strict mo-

tion planning task within an artificial life simulation model. Both chapters investigate

the scalability and quality of motion planning solutions via direct and indirect en-

coding. The belief was that direct encoding would not be suitable due to the high

dimensionality of the domain problem. Whereas, indirect encoding could produce the

repeatable and scalable patterns necessary for motion planning. Agents must con-

verge on multiple locations in an efficient manner to be successful. The results confirm
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that direct encoding would not be suitable, with even the smallest domain receiving

inconsistent outcomes. Indirect encoding did provide adequate solutions at the orig-

inal domain size but declined in the quality of movement when compared to static

solutions. Thus, chapter 4 indicates that within neuroevolution there is a lack of dis-

tinguished approaches for motion planning that compete with static artificial potential

field methods.

Chapter 5 uses the results of the previous chapter to construct a novel use of con-

volutional neural networks to overcome the issues in neuroevolution planning. This

chapter uses the same domain and task as in chapters 4. With a simple genetic al-

gorithm and the novel architecture, results show greater behaviour in all categories

(robustness, deliberateness, and efficiency) over previous results. In comparison to the

static model, there is a slight reduction in robustness but greater efficiency. A key

component of the model’s success relies on the fixed genome size. This restricts the

domain to a low dimensional space. While still spreading activations from local areas

to span the greater landscape.

Chapter 6 extends the work presented in chapter 5 by assessing if motion plan-

ning can evolve with various network combinations. Previous chapters restrict the

task domain with static networks. With greater evolutionary freedom the task domain

presents greater difficulty. Further, the network designs are adjusted to remove inherent

domain-specific influence. The chapters focus was on how/if evolved motion planning

could operate successfully in domains with greater evolutionary difficulty. The outcome

confirms that evolved motion planning, with a simple GA, can adapt to many different
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evolutionary scenarios of different complexity including the most ambitious combina-

tion which strips the majority of domain influence without fundamentally changing

the architecture. A state-of-the-art neuroevolution general game player is presented to

the task domain as a comparison. These results show that it is difficult to achieve the

same behaviour presented without the use of explicit motion planning.

Finally, Chapter 7 addresses whether the recurrent convolutional neural network is

restricted to the task domain this thesis has been positioned around. To investigate

this, a prominent multi-environment platform is used for evaluation. The platform has

commonly been utilised with convolutional neural network architectures. The recurrent

convolutional neural network is simulated in twelve diverse environments. Results show

that recurrent convolution can expand to other environments. Five of the environments

show an improved end score with the recurrent model. Behaviours ranged from unno-

ticeable to observable strategy differences. The best results, per domain, are compared

to alternative learning strategies and architectures. The recurrent convolutional neural

network has an improved score on several different approaches.

8.2 Contribution of this work

• Provides a new neuroevolution approach for adopting motion planning in arti-

ficial evolutionary systems (Chapters 4). The model allows unbounded growth

of the configuration space. This is counter to those with static implementations

or tight evolutionary bounds. The implementation uses an indirect encoding
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configuration. By achieving deliberate motion in an artificial life domain, it

proved unconstrained motion planning is possible with current neuroevolution

techniques.

• Implemented a novel extension to a convolutional neural network with the use of

recurrent convolution to target motion planning (Chapter 5). In the domain, the

model saw greater robustness than any previous neuroevolutionary approach; and

greater efficiency than any static or neuroevolutionary precedent. This demon-

strates that the unique architecture provides a notable improvement in motion

planning. This was achieved with a standard conventional genetic algorithm.

• Establishes the advantage of a motion planning component in a general-purpose

network when compared to a state-of-the-art deep convolutional network (Chap-

ters 6). The domain presented requires long term deliberative planning to suc-

ceed, while providing sparse rewards. The deep convolutional network could

not achieve the long term behaviours. When the convolution planning network

is utilised with other networks the deliberative behaviour becomes obtainable.

This was even shown to be true when removing a majority of its domain-specific

network elements. Thus demonstrating the capability of the architecture as well

as assuring motion planning versatility with greater task difficulty.

• Demonstrates that recurrent convolution within a deep convolutional network

can outperform other learning techniques and architectures on multiple domains

(Chapter 7). This illustrates how recurrent convolution can aid in scenarios
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which are not restricted to, but not excluding, motion planning in a variety of

task domains. This was achieved on a standard benchmarking platform.

8.3 Limitations & Future Work

Throughout the thesis, different learning styles and architectures are compared di-

rectly. The author sought to create a fair comparison when this arises. However,

experimentation is the judgement of this author and could cause unintentional over-

sight. When comparing HyperNEAT, recurrent ConvNets, and Large ConvNets there

are greater factors to consider. Each has many parameters and different dimension-

alities. Therefore, each could require vastly different considerations to achieve their

optimal performance. To overcome this issue, each section seeks to provide a variety

of parameters and configurations. This aims to cover a diverse set of particular be-

haviours. The reasoning for each choice is explained in each chapter. But, it can not

be said that one approach could not achieve a specific behaviour unequivocally. For

example, chapter 2 provides many ways to improve the evolutionary search. Yet, the

majority of this work utilises a simple GA. By improving evolutionary search, results

could improve across all strategies. This, however, is not the scope of this thesis and

can be seen as future work.

Future work can also be done for motion planning in alternative artificial life do-

mains. Those models which utilise artificial potential field type motion planning can

simply implement the recurrent ConvNet from this work. Additionally, the domain
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used for the majority of this thesis has proven to be a difficult task for general systems.

Further investigation could be made about what methods could be taken from the

general hybrid model and be lifted to greater established networks, as this work did in

chapter 7. Finally, the positive results of recurrent convolution on multiple ALE games

allows opportunities to evaluate alternative learning techniques such as RL. As well as

applying this process to domains which have already drawn success from conventional

ConvNets.
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